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ABSTRACT 
With the advances made in computer technology and efficiency of numerical algorithms 
over last decade, the MPC strategies have become quite popular among control community. 
However, application of MPC or GPC to flexible space structure control has not been explored 
adequately in the literature. The work presented in this thesis primarily focuses on application 
of GPC to control of nonlinear flexible space structures. 
This thesis is particularly devoted to the development of various approximate dynamic 
models, design and assessment of candidate controllers, and extensive numerical simulations 
for a realistic multibody flexible spacecraft, namely, Jupiter Icy Moons Orbiter (JIMO) - a 
Prometheus class of spacecraft proposed by NASA for deep space exploratory missions. 
A stable GPC algorithm is developed for Multi-Input-Multi-Output, (MIMO) systems. An 
end-point weighting (penalty) is used in the GPC cost function to guarantee the nominal sta­
bility of the closed-loop system. A method is given to compute the desired end-point state from 
the desired output trajectory. The methodologies based on Fake Algebraic Riccati Equation 
(FARE) and constrained nonlinear optimization, are developed for synthesis of state weighting 
matrix. This makes this formulation more practical. A stable reconfigurable GPC architecture 
is presented and its effectiveness is demonstrated on both aircraft as well as spacecraft model. 
A representative in-orbit maneuver is used for assessing the performance of various con­
trol strategies using various design models. Different approximate dynamic models used for 
analysis include linear single body flexible structure, nonlinear single body flexible structure, 
and nonlinear multibody flexible structure. The control laws evaluated include traditional 
GPC, feedback linearization-based GPC (FLGPC), reconfigurable GPC, and nonlinear dissi­
pative control. These various control schemes are evaluated for robust stability and robust 
Xlll 
performance in the presence of parametric uncertainties and input disturbances. Finally, the 
conclusions are made with regard to the efficacy of these controllers and potential directions 
for future research. 
1 
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
Over the past decades, Model Predictive Control (MPC) methods [36], also known as re­
ceding horizon controls (RHC), which include Generalized Predictive Control (GPC), have 
emerged as one of the leading control design strategies for the robust control of dynamical 
systems. MPC schemes have traditionally focused on optimal performance and not much em­
phasis was placed on guaranteed stability of control schemes. In early years (prior to the 
late 1980s), MPC's applicability was essentially limited only to process control applications 
due to its demand on computational speeds. However, with the advances made in computer-
technology and efficient numerical algorithms for solving optimization problems over the last 
decade, computational speed is not a major concern for many real-life applications. In re­
cent years, MPC strategies have become quite popular and have be considered as a viable 
alternative or, in some cases, even a preferred choice over well-known regular TYqc, Tii. and 
//-synthesis approaches. MPC has proved to be very effective when requirements on robustness 
and performance are difficult to achieve with traditional control designs. 
The history of MPC dates back to the late 1970s, when the process industry showed a keen 
interest in employing these control methods. The control formulation at the time was mainly 
heuristic [89; 90], and exploited the increasing potential of digital processors. These controllers 
were closely related to the minimum time optimal control methodology. The receding-horizon 
principle, central to the MPC algorithms, came about as early as the 1960s [74]. Many MPC 
algorithms were used on multivariable systems with constraints, but no formal proof of sta­
bility or robustness was available. Another parallel development took place using ideas from 
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adaptive control which led to the development of self-tuning controllers [62; 72] and extended 
horizon adaptive controllers (EHAC) [100]. This continued evolution led to the emergence of 
the Generalized Predictive Control (GPC) methodology in the late 1980s [16; 17; 15], which 
incorporates all major features of the predictive controllers in a unified framework. Vari­
ous versions of the same common idea gave rise to the following different types of predictive 
controllers: Multi-Step Multivariable Adaptive Control (MUSMAR) [33], Multipredictor Re­
ceding Horizon Adaptive Control (MURHAC) [59], Predictive Functional Control (PFC) [80], 
and Unified Predictive Control (UPC) [92]. 
MPC has been formulated in the state-space setting [63], which not only allows the use of 
well established state-space theories for analysis, but also provides the ease for extensions to 
multivariable systems. Moreover, it facilitates the use of stochastic theories and treatment of 
actuator/sensor noise. The well developed estimation theory from state space methods can be 
easily incorporated without much complication. The perspective gained by working in these 
different domains made it possible to devise some simple tuning rules for ensuring stability 
and robustness for MPC systems. 
MPC design has several algorithms leading to different control schemes, but all design 
schemes essentially use the same design paradigm. There are three basic elements of MPC: 1 ) 
the prediction model, 2) the cost function, and 3) the control law. At current time instant, plant 
measurements are obtained and some prediction model of the true plant is used to predict future 
true plant output over a pre-defined prediction horizon. A sequence of control actions over a 
certain horizon is calculated by solving an optimal control problem. That is, the minimization 
of the cost function yielding control moves is solved. But, only the first control move in this 
sequence is applied to the plant. The whole process is repeated with the new measurements 
from the true plant at the next time instant after "receding" the horizon by one time-step. 
Because of the receding horizon feature of this control scheme, it is sometimes referred to as 
Receding Horizon Control (RHC) as well. Traditionally, the true plant measurement at each 
time instant is exploited to account for model uncertainty and unmeasured disturbances. The 
novelty of MPC lies in its structure and not the control law itself. It essentially solves a 
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Cost 
function Constraints 
Reference 
trajectory Output Input Error 
Predicted outputs 
Model 
(Predictor) 
Plant Optimizer 
Figure 1.1 MPC block diagram 
nonlinear (or linear) optimal control problem at each time instant. The fact that MPC solves 
the problem on-line and that it has the ability to naturally and explicitly handle the input 
and output constraints makes it a popular and powerful control paradigm. The control system 
block diagram for MPC is shown in Figure 1.1. 
For an optimal control problem, determination of a global optimal feedback control law re­
sults in the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation, which is a partial differential equation and is, 
in general, computationally intractable. Finding a local optimal open-loop control for a given 
initial state, on the other hand, is computationally much simpler. It only requires the solu­
tion to two-point boundary value ordinary differential equations, known as the Euler-Lagrange 
equations. However, this computational tractability is traded for the lack of a global solution. 
MPC adopts an Euler-Lagrange framework for optimal control, but introduces the state feed­
back by employing the receding horizon methodology. It also inherits the properties of the 
Euler-Lagrange solution to trajectory optimizations, which leads to difficulties to establish the 
stability property. In the last decades, many results about the stability of RHC were published. 
Summarily, there are several approaches to guarantee stability in receding horizon formula­
tions. (1), Sufficient horizon length. The authors [77] show that in the case of constrained 
discrete-time linear systems, there always exists a finite horizon length for which the receding 
horizon scheme is stabilizing for any initial condition in some compact set. A similar result 
is given in [44] for unconstrained, continuous-time nonlinear systems. (2), Endpoint equality 
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constraints. This method requires that x(t + N) = 0 [53; 54; 48; 66]. But, it turns out that 
the optimization problem is computationally demanding. (3), Endpoint inequality constraints. 
This version of receding horizon control requires that the state at the end-point of the horizon 
x{t + N) lie within a pre-specified set 11" around the origin. It is assumed that inside the 
set W, a stabilizing controller is available. Michalska and Mayne [67] first introduced this 
idea for nonlinear systems in 1993. (4), Terminal cost. This approach ensures the stability 
of the close-loop system by addition of a terminal cost to the cost function. In the context of 
linear system, Rawlings and Muske [87] proposed an idea of choosing the terminal cost as the 
open-loop infinite horizon cost but the control actions can only be chosen over [t, t + N\. This 
idea is extended to nonlinear time-varying systems, where the terminal cost is equal to the 
cost that would be incurred over an infinite horizon by applying a (locally stabilizing) linear 
control law to the nonlinear system [26]. For an unconstrained nonlinear system, the terminal 
cost is chosen as an appropriate control Lyapunov function (CLF) in [45]. The authors extend 
the result to the case where the terminal cost is a general non-negative function in [40]. A 
recent paper [35] also presents a result which does not require the terminal cost to be a local 
control Lyapunov function. (5), Endpoint inequality constraints and terminal cost. The infi­
nite horizon cost of this controller (in the set W) is computed off-line and used as a terminal 
cost for the receding horizon problem. A constraint is added to the receding horizon prob­
lem that requires the final state x(t + N) to lie within W. Chen and Allgower [12] proposed 
this approach. (6), Contractive receding horizon control. Contractive receding horizon control 
simply imposes a state constraint, called a contractive constraint, to each receding horizon 
optimization. This is a Lyapunov-based approach, an idea introduced by De Oliveira and 
Morari [25]. (7), RHC+CLF scheme. This idea is given in [73; 79]. It involves a mix of the 
guaranteed stability properties of CLF's combined with the on-line optimization and perfor­
mance properties of receding horizon control. Conceptually, it blends the philosophies behind 
the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) and Euler-Lagrange approaches to the nonlinear optimal 
control problem. The interesting relationship between optimal control, pointwise ruin-norm, 
and receding horizon has been explored. A heuristic framework for viewing both optimal con­
5 
trol and pointwise min-norm control as limiting cases of receding horizon control is developed. 
A good review of the stability and optimality in constrained model predictive control is given 
in [36; 69]. 
Generalized Predictive Control (GPC), first developed by D. W. Clarke [16; 17; 15] based on 
discrete-time Input/Output approach instead of state space approach, is the most generalized 
form of MPC. Among all different types of MPC schemes, GPC has maximum design freedom 
available for choosing design parameters. GPC can control nonminimum phase plants, open-
loop unstable plants, or plants with badly-damped poles such as a flexible spacecraft or robots, 
plants with variable or unknown dead time, and plants with unknown order [16]. The book [9] 
gives an excellent, critical exposition of generalized predictive control of linear, unconstrained 
systems. Similar to MPC, since the GPC concept was first developed, many algorithms have 
been proposed to deal with the stability problems. In [15; 84], an infinite horizon is used to 
guarantee stability. Constrained receding-horizon predictive control (CRHPC) is developed to 
guarantee the stability of the closed-loop system [18; 65]. The idea is to optimize a quadratic 
function over a cost horizon subject to the condition that the output matches the reference 
value over a further constraint range. Essentially, an end-point equality constraint is employed 
to achieve stability. In [19] this work is extended to the multivariable case. Kouvaritakis, 
Rossiter, and Chang [56] present a stable generalized predictive control (SGPC), which forms 
a stable closed loop before the application of the predictive control strategy. This algorithm 
is extended to the multivariable case in [55] and to state-space models in [88]. Generalized 
predictive control with end-point state weighting (GPCW) [21], which includes a weighted end-
point state in the cost function, is more general, since a zero weight reduces the algorithms to 
standard GPC; whereas, an infinite weight gives CRHPC. Compared with CRHPC, GPCW 
gives a better performance. Basically, both CRHPC and GPCW deal with the unconstrained 
predictive control problem. To reduce the computational burden with respect to the state 
end-point weighted GPC and relax the infinite output weighting of CRHPC, a new output 
end-point weighted predictive controller is proposed in [28]. Scokaert and Clarke [93] proves 
the stability of infinite prediction horizon GPC and of CRHPC when the inequality constraints 
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are present by showing that the receding-horizon cost is monotonically decreasing. Quadratic 
programming provides a means of handling general input and output constraints in the system. 
But the resulting algorithm may be computationally demanding [97]. In [11; 86]. more efficient 
algorithms are presented to overcome this problem. 
A continuous-time version of GPC was proposed by [23; 24]. In the continuous-time for­
mulation, output prediction is accomplished by using the truncated Taylor series expansion 
of the output about the current time and the cost function is the integral of the error during 
the horizon, instead of the sum. Under the continuous-time framework, some similar ideas, for 
example, end-point state constraints and end-point state weighting, are developed to guarantee 
the close-loop stability [20]. The state-space approach to the continuous-time linear systems 
and nonlinear systems is developed by [14; 31]. 
In general, there always exists a mismatch between the true plant and the model of the 
plant used in the on-line prediction. The introduction of the mismatch, or uncertainty in the 
system description raises the question of robustness, i.e., the maintenance of certain properties 
such as stability and performance in the presence of uncertainty. Although for unconstrained 
systems and sufficiently small disturbances (uncertainties) MPC has inherent robustness, i.e., 
robustness of the closed-loop system using model predictive control obtained by ignoring un­
certainty [69], it is necessary to ensure the robustness when the constraints on states and 
controls are present [34]. A lot of results have been reported on this problem from one of two 
viewpoints. One approach is to provide a robust formulation of receding horizon control by 
altering the on-line optimization to guarantee certain properties. The methods for designing 
a robust receding horizon controller for a discrete time linear constrained system with infinite 
horizon and finite horizon cost function are given in [47] and [58], respectively. Two models of 
uncertainty, polytopic uncertainty and structured uncertainty, are used. Both methods modify 
the on-line constrained minimization problem to a min-max problem (minimizing the worst-
case value of the cost function, where the worst case is taken over the set of uncertain plants). 
Using standard techniques, this problem is reduced to a convex optimization involving linear 
matrix inequality (LMIs), which can be solved in polynomial time. A similar idea is used 
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to synthesize a robust GPC [57]. However, this ruin-max formulation often suffers excessive 
conservativeness since the control action is based on the open-loop prediction of the evolution 
of the system. In [6], the conservativeness is reduced by exploiting a closed-loop prediction 
with a constant feedback matrix gain in the set of optimization variables. The second point of 
view involves the robustness analysis of more standard receding horizon implementations, i.e., 
investigating the robustness of closed-loop systems obtained using the nominal system (i.e., 
neglecting uncertainty). In [78], a framework for robustness analysis of discrete-time finite re­
ceding horizon control with input constraints is given. Sufficient conditions for robust stability 
are achieved by recasting conditions for nominal and robust stability as an implication between 
quadratic forms, lending itself to ^-procedure tools used to convert robustness questions to 
tractable convex conditions, which can be determined by LMIs. In [68] the theory of Extreme 
Point Results (EPR) is used to analyze the robust stability of linear GPC in the presence of 
structured uncertainties. 
Research on stability of MPC controlled systems has now reached a relatively mature stage. 
But, progress in robustness has not been as dramatic. The outcome research is conceptual 
controllers that work in principle but are too complex to employ. For practical implementation 
of MPC, the computational complexity of on-line optimization is still one of the major obstacles 
which limits its applicability to relatively slow and/or small problems. To solve this problem, 
a lot of research has focused on the efficient algorithms in recent years. 
For discrete linear time invariant systems with constraints on inputs and states, an impor­
tant result is given in [10]. The authors show that the control law is continuous and piecewise 
linear (PWL) which can be computed off-line. Thus, the on-line control computation reduces 
to the simple evaluation of an explicitly defined piecewise linear function obtained by treating 
the MPC optimization as a multi-parametric quadratic programming problem (mp-QP). More 
efficient algorithms for solving mp-QP are given in [98; 8; 83]. Grieder and Morari [32] present 
a detailed complexity analysis of algorithms used to compute the explicit optimal control so­
lution. By adopting a performance criteria or cost function based on a mixed 1/oo-norm, an 
efficient algorithm base on multi-parametric linear programming (mp-LP) is proposed in [7] for 
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computing the optimal control of MPC. For nonlinear unconstrained receding horizon control, 
a Newton type method, so called "real-time iteration scheme", and a fast numerical algorithm 
based on the generalized minimum residual (GMRES) method are presented [22; 71]. 
Min-Max MPC techniques have been used to consider explicitly the effect of the uncertainty 
on the control law. Similar to [10], both unconstrained and constrained Min-Max MPCs with 
a quadratic criterion, bounded additive uncertainties, and a linear prediction model, result in 
piecewise linear controllers [81; 82]. This result can be exploited to implement this type of 
control law to processes with fast dynamics. Based on a min cut graph problem, a polynomial 
time implementation of Min-Max MPC is presented for linear plants with additive uncertainties 
and quadratic cost function [2], In [3], another efficient algorithm solving constrained min-max 
problem in polynomial time is reported. 
As mentioned earlier, due to its relatively formidable on-line computational effort, MPC 
has traditionally been applied to low bandwidth processes, such as in chemical process industry 
[13]. In recent years, MPC strategies have become quite popular, not only in the academic 
control community, but also in industry. Applications, such as multi-axis contour tracking 
motion control [70], determining the optimal treatment interruption schedules for enhancing 
immune response to HIV infection [101], control of load swing in a shipboard crane [46], 
generation of optimal schedules for memo lines [1], and providing strategies for supply chain 
management in semiconductor manufacturing [99], etc. have been reported. 
Application of MPC to aerospace control goes back to the 1980s. In [37], GPC has been 
applied to a linear rotorcraft terrain-following flight system without guarantees of stability. A 
Neural Generalized Predictive Control (NGPC) formulation is proposed in [94], which uses a 
multi-layer feedforward neural networks to simulate the plant's nonlinear model. The Newton-
Raphson method is used as the optimization algorithm, which is shown to have a good com­
putational efficiency. In [95], authors report the result on reconfigurable flight control using 
NGPC. In both papers, there is a lack of stability proof. Experimental results of a transonic 
wind-tunnel test that demonstrate the use of GPC for flutter suppression in a subsonic wind-
tunnel wing model are presented in [39]. The GPC controller, based on the linear predictor 
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model, successfully suppresses the flutter for all testable Mach numbers and dynamic pressures 
in the transonic region in both simulation and wind-tunnel testing. Lu [60] proposes a robust 
stable nonlinear predictive controller, based on continuous minimization of predicted tracking 
errors. In this formulation, the Taylor series is used to predict the future state. By choosing 
a performance index or cost function that penalizes the tracking error at the next instant and 
current control expenditures, an optimal predictive controller is obtained. Compared with 
generic MPC framework, one can see this formulation is a special case, where both prediction 
horizon and control horizon are chosen as one in MPC. This algorithm is applied to aircraft 
controls in [52]. In the paper [38], an application of MPC to a linearized model of the F/A-18 
supermaneuverable high-angle of attack research vehicle in a low speed, high angle-of-attack 
operating condition is presented. A control law for formation keeping and attitude control 
is designed, using a combined approach of feedback linearization and model predictive con­
trol in [61]. The control methodology of a hybrid of receding horizon techniques and control 
Lyapunov function (CLF) is applied to a nonlinear F-16 aircraft model [5] and to the hover 
and forward flight models of an experimental tethered flying wing developed at Caltech [41]. 
In these applications, linear parameter varying (LPV) or quasi-LPV methodology are used to 
generate CLFs, which are adopted as terminal costs in the receding horizon optimization to 
guarantee stability. An application of vehicle maneuvering problem is reported in [85]. 
In summary, application of GPC to nonlinear flexible space structures is not adequately 
addressed. In addition, stability of GPC for reconfigurable architecture is also not addressed. 
This thesis focuses on this two topics. In particular, a realistic spacecraft model is used 
as a target configuration for evaluating the proposed GPC control design methodology and 
comparison with other candidate control design. This work also involves deriving closed-form 
symbolic equation for multibody nonlinear spacecraft, as well as modeling flexible dynamics 
using commercial available finite element analysis programs. Another contribution is the novel 
extension GPC to feedback linearization-based architecture for control of nonlinear systems. 
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1.2 Thesis outline 
The thesis is organized as follows: 
The approximate mathematical models of flexible space structures for control analysis 
and design are established in Chapter 2. A linear model of flexible single body system, an 
approximate nonlinear model of flexible single body system, and an approximate model of 
flexible multibody system are derived for a flexible spacecraft system called as Jupiter Icy 
Moons Orbiter (JIMO). 
Next, in Chapter 3 a reconfigurable GPC formulation is proposed and its stability is proved. 
A method to calculate the desired end-point state from the desired output is given. Two ways 
to synthesize end-point weighting matrix are presented. Finally, a simple example of flight 
control is used to demonstrate reconfigurable GPC control architecture. 
Control design and simulation results are presented in Chapter 4. First, a stable reconfig­
urable GPC design is given, based on a linear model of flexible single body system. For the 
nonlinear model of flexible single body system, a feedback linearization based nonlinear GPC 
and a nonlinear dissipative control are designed. For comparison, a GPC control law based on 
a linear prediction model is also given. The nominal performances and robust performances 
of the linear GPC, FLGPC, and dissipative controller are compared in the presence of the 
unmodeled nonlinear dynamics, system parameter uncertainties, and input disturbances. A 
nonlinear dissipative control law is presented for the flexible multibody system. 
Finally, Chapter 5 gives a summary of results and some concluding remarks followed by 
the list of potential extensions of this research that can be pursued by the researchers in this 
area. 
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CHAPTER 2. APPROXIMATE MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF 
FLEXIBLE SPACE STRUCTURES 
2.1 Introduction 
Jupiter Icy Moons Orbiter (JIMO), shown in Figure 2.1, is an ambitious NASA mission 
aimed at orbiting three planet-sized moons of Jupiter-Callisto, Ganymede, and Europa which 
may harbor vast oceans beneath their icy surfaces. 
Figure 2.1 Jupiter Icy Moons Orbiter (JIMO) 
JIMO is an example of a typical multibody flexible spacecraft. A generic mathematical 
model for flexible structures consists of both rigid and elastic body modes. The coupling of the 
elastic modes and rigid modes makes the model so cumbersome that it is difficult to solve and 
analyze, especially for complex structures [50]. The rigid body modes include three translations 
and three rotations. The primary objective of attitude control system is to control the basic 
attitude (three pointing angles) of the spacecraft. In case of large angle maneuvers the rigid 
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motion is too large to be in the linear range, even though the elastic motion may be small. 
In such cases, an approximate model may be obtained by super-imposing the small clastic 
motion on the nonlinear rigid motion. For the precision attitude control problem, both rigid 
and elastic motion are small (about the equilibrium position) and are less coupled. To obtain 
approximate models, it is usually simpler to write the rigid and elastic models separately and 
then combine them. 
Boom 
4m 
Fore Body 
Cani ster 
Parasitic Load Radiator (2) 
Radiator Panels 
Solar Array (2) 20m 
Mid Body 
Magnetometer 
Turntable 
Scan Platform 
Aft Body Thruster Pods (2) HG A/Telecom 
Platform 
Figure 2.2 JIMO structure 
In this chapter, it is assumed that the elastic deformation is in the linear range, and the rigid 
mode dynamics effects elastic mode dynamics only through the control input which is computed 
based on rigid motion feedback. Thus, the rigid body equations and elastic equations can be 
derived independently. An approximate flexible model is obtained by linear superposition of 
the small elastic motion on the rigid motion. Although the elastic dynamics is linear, the rigid 
body dynamics could be linear or nonlinear. Depending on if rigid body dynamics is linear 
or nonlinear the complete model could be either linear or nonlinear. The linear and nonlinear 
models of a flexible single body system, which consists of Fore Body, Mid Body (Boom), and 
Aft Body (Bus) in Figure 2.2, are derived in sections 2.2 and 2.3, respectively. A more generic 
nonlinear model of a flexible multibody system, including Fore Body, Mid Body (Boom), Aft 
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Body (Bus), and n  appendages, is derived in section 2.4. 
2.2 Linear model of flexible single body system 
2.2.1 Linear rigid body motion equations 
This section is focused on modeling of a single body flexible structure. It is assumed 
that nj force actuators and nt torque actuators are distributed throughout the structure and 
t h e y  p r o d u c e  t h e  a p p l i e d  f o r c e s  F i ( t )  =  [ F X i ( t ) ,  F y i ( t ) ,  F z i ( t ) ] ' J ,  i  =  1 ,  • • • , » , / ,  a n d  T j ( t )  =  
[TXj{t),Tyj(t),TZj(t)]T, j = 1 respectively, with respect to an inertial coordinate sys­
tem. Then, for small angular velocity rotation, (for example, in the case of 1-hour 90-degree 
slew maneuver for yaw rotation, the angular velocity could be less than 0.012 rad/sec) we have 
the following linearized rigid-body equations [42]: 
n f  
Af z = JPj(f) (2.1) 
i = 1  
^ n x + E (2 2) 
i = 1  j = 1  
where z  =  [ x , y , z ] T  denotes the position vector of the center of mass (c.m.) in an inertial 
coordinate system, M and Js denote the mass and moment of inertia matrix (about the 
c.m.), a = [ax,ay,az]T represents the rigid-body attitude angles about X, Y, Z axes, and r2-
denotes the coordinate vector of the point of application of force Fi with respect to the c.m., 
and axb denotes the cross-product of 3x1 vectors a and b. Define the cross-product operator, 
(•) by a x b = ab. Therefore, if a = [ax,ay,az]T, then 
0 — a z  ( l y  
a  = a z  0 ~ax (2 3) 
—  d y  ax 0 
Let F ( t )  = [ F i (t), • • • , F n f ( t ) ] T  and T ( t )  =  [ T j ( t ) ,  •  •  •  , T ^ t ( t ) ] T .  Denote the input vector 
u = [F(t)T, T(t)T]T. (2.1) and (2.2) can be written as the following state space form: 
x r  =  A r x r  +  B r u  
y r  = C r x r , (2.4) 
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where a is the control input vector. The state vector is given by 
xr — pi x, y-, y -, -s, z, cxXt> cxx, Qyj dy : gs 
Matrices Ar, Br, and C r  are given by 
where 
A?- — , -A.7-2: 1 Ar6}Î 
13, = 
0 
rli,:) 
0 
C r  = 1 12 î 
Ar?; — 
0 1 
0 0 
1 
M 
r-l  
[I3, • • • , /s] 
-1 r i , - - - , r n / |  J s  [ J 3 , - - - , J 3  
nt 
112 and /a are 12 x 12 and 3x3 identity matrices, respectively. 
2.2.2 Elastic motion equations 
The elastic motion dynamics of a flexible structure can be given by [42; 50]: 
n f  nt 
7 ? ( f ) + a # ) + ^  {2.1 
2 = 1  
where r ]  = [r/i, • • •,r j n v ]  is the vector of modal coordinates for the n,; elastic modes. and 
Xpf denote the nv x 3 translational and rotational mode shape matrices at the ith actuator 
location. The columns of &J, "ï/f represent the X, Y, Z components of the translational and 
rotational model shapes at the location of the ith actuator, respectively. 
A = dmg{wi, wg, - -, w }, 
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where u)l presents the natural frequency of the ith elastic mode. 
The proportional (or viscous) damping is added directly to the model through matrix D 
which models the inherent damping in the structure. The damping matrix D has the form: 
-D = 2 &2U2, - - , 
For large flexible space structures, the inherent damping ratios £,;'s are typically on the order 
of 0.001-0.01 [42]. 
The transformation between modal coordinates and physical coordinates can be used to 
c a l c u l a t e  t h e  p h y s i c a l  e l a s t i c  d e f o r m a t i o n  f r o m  n a t u r a l  m o d a l  a m p l i t u d e s  r j .  L e t  z e ( t )  =  
[ z e i ,  •  •  • ,  z e m i ] 7  d e n o t e  t h e  t r a n s l a t i o n a l  e l a s t i c  d i s p l a c e m e n t s  o f  m , ;  p o i n t s  a n d  a c ( t )  =  
[oLe\, • • •, OLemj\T is the angular elastic deformations of nij points, where zei = [%, yei, z^}1 
and OCei — \(%xei i Qyeii ^zei\ • Then 
and 
where 
n = \®T el 
: Ze(Z) 
_ae(Z) 
Ze(Z) 
= S~2t7 
= S Ï V ,  
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
* 
1T 
fi is 3(m,; + m j) x matrix of mode shapes. <ï\, is 3 x nv translational mode shape matrix, 
the rows of which represent the X, Y, Z components of the translational model shape at the 
ith point location. tyc) is 3 x nv rotational mode shape matrix, the rows of which represent 
the X, Y, Z components of the rotational model shape at the jth point location. 
By equations (2.5), (2.6), and (2.7), the following state space form for the elastic dynamics 
can be obtained: 
xe 
ye 
Aexe + Beu 
C e x e ,  (2.8) 
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where the state vector is given by 
%e= [?7l, 
rji denotes the ith modal coordinate, and the control input vector is 
Matrices Ae  and Be  are given by 
Ae  — diag{Ae i ,  Ae2 ,  • • • ,  A e n , , } ,  
1 T 
BP  = ?T 
where 
A f j  — 
0 1 
— U j f  —2£; LOi 
Be i  = 
0 
fcjj is the ith row of the matrix , • • •, \I/f, • • •, \E^tj. Suppose the output 
ye  — [Xel t i el,  yeli Veli zeh *el i ' ' ' i ®em< i Xem.ii J/errij > Verrii  5 Ze m i ,  Ze m j ,  tixel,  Ô.reL,  
ayel > C^yel 1 azel 1 ^zel ; ' ' ' > axem,i 1 ^xerriii ayem,ii O-yerrii 1 azem,ii Ôzemj] . (2-9) 
Let zv = 3(m, + r r i j ) .  Then, 
Ce — 
n( l , l )  0  n( l ,2 )  0  
0  «(1 ,1)  0  n( i ,2 )  0  
n ( 2 , i )  0  0 ( 2 , 2 )  0  
0  n ( 2 , i )  0  n ( 2 , 2 )  0  
r2 ( 1, 7 i f j  ) 
fil(2,nrj 
0 
fî(l, n v )  
0 
fi(2,n,,) 
0(^,1) 0 fi(i< 2) 0 ••• n ( v ,  n v )  0  
0  f i ( z / ,  1 )  0  i l ( v ,  2 )  0  • • •  £ l ( v , n v )  
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Although the finite element method can give both the rigid and elastic modes, i.e., r j ( t )  in 
(2.5) may also include zero-frequency modes, it is usually more convenient and more accurate 
to use only the elastic-mode portion of the finite element models, and to augment it with 
the rigid-body equations obtained independently. So, from this point on it is assumed that 
equation (2.8) contains only elastic modes. 
Now, combining the linear rigid motion dynamics (2.4) and the elastic motion dynamics 
(2.8), we obtain a linear state space model for a single body flexible structure as follows: 
x ( t )  =  A x ( t )  +  B u ( t )  
%/(Z) = Cz(f), (2.10) 
where 
A r  0 A = 
0 Ae 
B r  
B  =  
B e  
C r  0 
c = 
0 Ce 
The state vector x  is given by 
2/, 2/, z, #2, àz, %, 6%, #2, 7)1, -, 7/n„, 7)^]^, (2.11) 
and the input u  and output y  are given by 
w = = T?(t), (2.12) 
y = [yï, vl\T 
Xy X] y j y, ^ i z, ot-x ? (%x ? ^-y> i ^zi 
%el i %el y Vel i ye 1? ^e\i ze\i ' ' ' > 5 %em,ii yerriii Vem-ii %emit %erriii &xel 1 ^xeA 1 
5 LXxerrii 5 xem2 y •yerrii ? zem. 
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2.3 Approximate nonlinear model of flexible single body system 
This section presents derivation of a nonlinear model for rigid motion of a single body 
system using Euler equations. For control design, it is necessary to use Euler parameter 
representation for attitude of the spacecraft to overcome the singularity problem associated 
with 3—parameter representation. The overall equations of motion for a flexible spacecraft arc 
obtained by superposition of the elastic motion dynamics (2.8) with Euler equations and Euler 
parameter kinematic differential equations. 
Figure 2.3 gives two coordinate systems, an inertial coordinate system ( O j , X j , Y f ,  Z j )  
and a body coordinate system (Os, Xs, Ys, Zs). The body coordinate system is attached to the 
structure with the origin fixed at the center of mass (CM) and rotates with an absolute velocity 
u)s with respect to (Os,Xs, Ys, Zs). For a single body structure, the translational equations 
are given by 
where M  is the mass, r s  is the acceleration of CM, and F  is the total external force acting 
on the system. Both rs and F are expressed in (Oj, Xt,Yf, Zj). The rotational equations are 
Spacecraft 
Figure 2.3 Coordinate systems for single body structure 
M r ,  =  F ,  (2.14) 
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given by the generalized Euler equations 
J s  ™"h X J s ^ s  ~  T • >  (2.15) 
where J s denotes the moment of inertia matrix about CM in ( O s ,  X S , Y S ,  Z s ) ,  the structure 
rotates with an absolute velocity w_, in (Os, Xs, Ys, Zs), T represents the total external torque 
in (Os,Xs,Ys,Zs), and x is the cross-product operation. 
2.3.1 Euler parameters 
Euler's Theorem [29] gives an important result in rigid body rotational motion. The most 
general displacement of a rigid body with a fixed point is equivalent to a single rotation about 
some axis through that point. Suppose that the direction of the axis of rotation is given by a 
unit vector 
a  — a x z  -{- eLyj azk, 
where i ,  j ,  k  are Cartesian unit vectors, i.e., 
a x  +  U y  +  a z  =  1 .  
Note that a x ,  ay, and a z  have the same values in either the inertial or body coordinate system, 
and remain constant during the rotation because the rotation axis is fixed in both frames. For 
convenience, denote a = [ax, ay, az]T. Let 4> be the angle of rotation of the body coordinate 
system relative to the inertial coordinate system, where positive 4> is measured in a right-hand 
sense about the unit vector a. The four parameters (ax, ay, az, <fi) specify the orientation of 
the rigid body - the axis of rotation and angular displacement about the axis. 
Another convenient and effective way to specify the orientation of a rigid body is by using 
of four Euler parameters, which are based on the mathematics of quaternions and are closely 
related to (ax, ay, az, </>). The Euler parameter vector (the unit quaternion) [e[ , rj]'1 is defined 
as follows: 
(-x ax 
e = a y  
ez a z  
sm- (2.16) 
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7/ = COS • (2.17) 
where () < 0 < n. The Euler parameters are constrained by the norm condition 
ex + 4 + c2z + rj2 — I, (2.1*) 
or 
eTe + rf = 1. 
Euler parameters have the advantage of having no singular orientations and only one equa­
tion of constraint. Thus, they exhibit a good balance between overall accuracy and computa­
t i o n a l  e f f i c i e n c y .  I n  t e r m s  o f  E u l e r  p a r a m e t e r s ,  t h e  r o t a t i o n  m a t r i x  R s  f r o m  ( 0 / , X j , Y j ,  Z / )  
to (Os,Xs, Ys, Zs) can be expressed as 
R s  — ^1 — 2eT ej 1^x3 + 2eeT — 2 r/e, 
where Isxs is a 3 x 3 identity matrix, and (-) is defined in (2.3). 
The kinematic differential equations for Euler parameters are given by 
1 1 
e — —-e x ujs + -r/u;s 
1 T e iv ,s, 
(2.19) 
or written in the matrix form 
x u>s + ^rju>s 
-\eTus 
(2.20) 
These equations are widely used and they can be numerically integrated to yield the orien­
tation of a rigid body as a function of time. This requires the body-axis components of w,, as 
input, which can often be obtained from the solution of the dynamical equations; for example, 
Euler equations (2.15). 
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2.3.2 State equations for flexible single body systems 
Combining (2.14), (2.15), and (2.20), the dynamical equations for single rigid body system 
can be obtained: 
x  —  f ( x )  +  g ( x ) u .  (2.21) 
The state vector is defined as 
The input vector is 
and 
x  =  [ r s ,  r s ,  u ) s ,  e, r/]7. 
« = [^, = [&, 71,, T,, T,] rr 1T 
f ( x )  =  
r s  
0 
J, Ws X Js^.s 
be x ivs + br]OJs 
9 ( x )  =  
-Kw, 
• 0 0 • 
M 1 0 
0 J J 1  
0 0 
. 0 0 . 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
Equation (2.21) together with (2.8) consists of an approximate nonlinear model of the 
flexible single body structure. 
2.4 Approximate nonlinear model of flexible multibody system 
The system under consideration in this section is schematically represented by the config­
uration shown in Figure 2.4. It consists of a central body, called "Spacecraft", attached to 
which are n appendages to form a branched geometry. 
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Figure 2.4 Coordinate systems for multibody structure 
2.4.1 Coordinate systems 
Referring to Figure 2.4, (0/,X/,Y/, Z J )  is the inertial coordinate system; ( O C ,  X C :  Y C ,  Z C )  
is the coordinate system with the origin fixed at the center of mass of the entire spacecraft 
system and is aligned with (OJ^XJ, YJ,ZI); (OS, XS,YS,ZS) is the body coordinate frame of the 
central body with the origin attached to the center of mass and rotates with the spacecraft; 
(Obi,Xbi, Yf,i, Zbi) is the body coordinate system of the ith appendage with the origin located at 
t h e  p o i n t  o f  t h e  c o n n e c t i o n  O u  a n d  r o t a t e s  w i t h  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  a p p e n d a g e ,  i  —  1 , 2 ,  •  •  • ,  n .  
2.4.2 Kinetic energy 
The Lagrange method is used to derive the dynamical equations of the system. This entails 
deriving the expressions for the kinetic energy of the system. 
Referring to Figure 2.4, rem is the position vector of the center of mass of the entire space­
craft system in (OJ, XJ, YJ, ZJ); rs is the position vector of the center of mass of the spacecraft 
in (Oj,Xj,Yj,Zj); rai is the position vector of the center of mass of the ith appendage in 
(0/,XR, YJ, ZJ), i — 1, 2, • • •, n; rc is the position vector of the center of mass of the spacecraft 
in (OC, XC,YC, ZC); is the position vector of the point of the connection OU between the 
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central body and the ith appendage in ( O s , X s ,  Y s ,  Z s ) ,  i  = 1, 2, • • •, n; rg, is the position vector 
o f  t h e  c e n t e r  o f  m a s s  o f  t h e  z t h  a p p e n d a g e  i n  ( 0 % ,  Y b i ,  Z b i ) ,  i  —  1 ,  2 ,  •  •  • ,  n .  
M  and J s are the mass and the moment of inertia matrix of spacecraft about (OiS, X s ,  Y s ,  Z s ) ,  
respectively; m, and J„i are the mass and the moment of inertia matrix of the zth appendage, 
respectively, and JQ; is about the coordinate system located at the center of mass and aligns 
w  i t  h  ( O f r j ,  X f o , \  b i }  Z ^  )  ,  i  —  1 ,  2 ,  •  •  • ,  n .  
Let cvs be the absolute angular velocity of spacecraft in terms of ( O s ,  X s , Y x ,  Z x ) \  be 
the relative angular velocity of the zth appendage with respect to the central body in terms of 
(Os, XS.YS, Zs), i = 1, 2, • • •, n; ujai be the absolute angular velocity of the zth appendage in 
t e r m s  o f  ( 0 % ,  Y u ,  Z u ) ,  i  =  1 , 2 ,  •  •  • ,  n .  L e t  R s  b e  t h e  r o t a t i o n  m a t r i x  f r o m  ( O c ,  X c ,  Y r ,  Z c )  
t o  ( O s , X s , Y s , Z s ) ;  a n d  b e  t h e  r o t a t i o n  m a t r i x  f r o m  ( O s , X s ,  Y s ,  Z s )  t o  { O u , X b i , Y b i , Z b i ) ,  
i = 1,2, • • •, n. Then, the following equation holds: 
M ai — + (*)() i ) .  (2.24) 
Now, suppose that the appendages are all connected to the spacecraft by revolute joints 
which only have one degree of freedom along (/-direction, i.e. the appendages rotate about 
y-axis with respect to the spacecraft. Joint actuators can apply torques on the appendages. 
Denote = [0, /3,;, 0]T, where /3i is the relative angle of the zth appendage with respect to 
the spacecraft in terms of (Os, Xs, YS,ZS). Then the rotation matrix 
cos Pi 0 — sin Pi 
Ru =010 - (2.25) 
sin Pi 0 cos Pi 
According to Koenig's theorem, the kinetic energy for the whole system is given by 
1 1 
•  r „  T  =  - M r j r s  +  ^  
7=1 
cf^ai^ai^ai- (2.26) 
i= 1 
2.4.3 Lagrange equation and a fundamental equation for a system of rigid bodies 
In this subsection only the equations we will use to derive the dynamical equations are 
given. For a detailed explanation, please refer to the literatures [29; 30]. Let T denote the 
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kinetic energy. Let %, i  = 1,2, • • •, n, be the generalized coordinate. Then, the fundamental 
holonomic form of Lagrange's equation is given by [29] 
KE) "E"e" , = 1'2'"'"' (M7) 
where Q, is the generalized force associated with qi. In the analysis of the rotational dynamics 
of rigid bodies, it is often convenient to use the components of angular velocity, w„, directly as 
the variables in the differential equations. However, these components are not true velocities, 
but quasi-velocities, because the time integrals of the components do not result in generalized 
coordinates whose values specify the configuration of the system. Lagrange's equation does 
not produce correct equations of motion if the kinetic energy is expressed in terms of quasi-
velocities rather than true velocities [27; 29]. 
In [27; 30], four ways to deal with quasi-velocities are discussed. These are Boltzmann-
Hamel equation, the general dynamical equation, a fundamental dynamical equation, and 
Gibbs-Appell equation. For the system under consideration, application of a fundamental 
equation for a system of rigid bodies makes the calculations simpler. Next, this fundamental 
equation approach is given briefly. 
Let q  be the true coordinate, and u  =  (ui, u - 2 ,  •  •  • ,  u m )  be the quasi-velocity, where a,s 
are independent. Suppose there are N rigid bodies in this system. Then, in accordance with 
Koenig's theorem, the kinetic energy of the system is 
1 N 
T { q ,  u ,  t )  =  -  Y \ { m i v ^ v c i  +  w f  l e w ) ,  
where m,, vci, w,, and Ici are mass, velocity of center of mass, absolute angular velocity, and 
moment of inertia matrix about its center of mass of ith body in the system, respectively. 
Define 
^ = ^7' a" = (2 28) 
Then, the fundamental equation for a system of rigid bodies [30] is given by 
d  (  d T  X  N  
d t  (  ~  +  =  Q j ,  j  =  1, 2, • • • , m ,  (2.29) 
X ^ J i=l 
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and the generalized force associated with u j  is 
N 
•i=i 
where FjS and T;s are the external forces and torques applied on the ?'th body in terms of 
body coordinate systems. Note for the system under consideration, us = [ujx, ujy, ujz)r is 
quasi-velocity. Hence, m = 3. u\ = ux, = u)y, and U3 = luz. 
2.4.4 State equations for flexible multibody systems 
Let 
rcm = [z 3/ zT 
and 
= [ ^ x  ^ y  ] • 
Applying the standard Lagrange's Equation (2.27) to the generalized coordinates rnm, fa 
and the fundamental equation (2.29) to quasi-velocity, u>s, yields nonlinear dynamical equations 
of the system. Again, Euler parameters are used to specify the attitude of the central body 
or spacecraft. Note that the specific choice of coordinate systems results in decoupling of 
translational and rotational dynamics of the spacecraft, see Remark A.l in Appendix A. Now, 
we can write the dynamical equations of the system in the following state-space form: 
M { x ) x  =  f ( x )  +  g ( x ) u .  (2.31) 
The state vector is defined as 
a = [z, ±, 2/, z, z, Ws, w%, Wz, À, , (2.32) 
and the input is given by 
U  =  [ F X ,  F y ,  F z ,  T x ,  T y ,  T z ,  T p i ,  • • • ,  T p n ] T ,  (2.33) 
where fa is the relative angle of the ith appendage with respect to the spacecraft, and [ e r ,  r/]7 =  
[ex, ey, ez, t]}t are the Euler parameters, F = [FX, FY, FZ]T and T = [TX, TY, TZ]T are the 
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external force and torque applied on the central body in terms of (Os, X s ,  Y N ,  Z s ) ,  and T p i  is the 
torque applied by the joint actuator at Ou and is along the y-axis in terms of (Ou,Xu, Yu> Zbi)-
M(x), f(x), g(x) are given in (A.89), (A.92), (A.93), respectively. 
The details of the derivation are given in Appendix A. Equations (2.31) and (2.8) together 
give an approximate nonlinear model of the flexible multibody structure. 
2.5 Remarks 
In deriving approximate mathematical models for flexible structures, it is assumed that the 
elastic deformation is in the linear range, and the rigid mode dynamics effects elastic mode 
dynamics only through the control input which is computed based on rigid motion feedback. 
Based on these assumptions, the rigid motion equations and the elastic equations were derived 
independently. Euler parameters were introduced for attitude representation. The approximate 
models of flexible structures were obtained by linear superposition of the small linear elastic 
motion on the rigid motion. 
For developing the model of multibody spacecraft, a judicious choice of coordinate systems 
made effective decoupling of translational and rotational dynamics, which is useful since, de­
pending on the application, one can choose to use only rotational or translational dynamics, 
or a complete rotational-plus-translational dynamics of the spacecraft. 
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CHAPTER 3. STABLE GENERALIZED PREDICTIVE CONTROL 
3.1 Introduction 
In recent years, the two branches of receding horizon formulation, MPC and GPC, which 
originally evolved in parallel, have been unified under one architecture. They are now analyzed 
under the same state space formulation. Although the differences between the state-space 
formulation and the Input/Output formulation of GPC are only a matter of taste in the SISO 
case and the latter may be preferable for adaptive formulations, the Input/Output formulation 
does not generalize well to multivariate systems which are of interest in industrial applications. 
The state-space formulation gives a simple set of algorithms for both SISO and MIMO cases 
appropriate for Matlab implementation. 
In this chapter, development of Multi-Input Multi-Output (MIMO) Generalized Predictive 
Control (GPC) law is presented with its application to reconfigurable control design in the event 
of actuator saturation. The stability of the GPC control law without reconfiguration is first 
established using an end-point state weighting. A way to compute the desired end-point state 
from the desired output is developed. A Fake Algebraic Riccati Equation (FARE) method and 
a constrained nonlinear optimization problem are proposed for the end-point state weighting 
matrix synthesis. A novel reconfiguration strategy is developed for the systems which have 
actuator redundancy and are faced with actuator saturation type failure. A reconfigurable 
control design is presented with stability proof. Finally, the reconfigurable control architecture 
is demonstrated using a numerical simulation of a short-period approximation model of a civil 
transport aircraft. 
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3.2 Input/output approach for Generalized Predictive Control (GPC) 
For the sake of completeness, the Input/Output formulation of GPC is introduced first. 
Consider a discrete-time model of the Single-Input Single-Output, (SISO) system described 
using a backward shift operator (q~l) as, 
A(g-i)#) = g-dB(g-iXk - 1) + C(g-i)^, (3.1) 
where u ( k )  and y ( k )  are the control and output sequences of the plant, £(fc) is an uncorrected 
r a n d o m  s e q u e n c e ,  d  i s  t h e  d e a d  t i m e  o f  t h e  s y s t e m ,  a n d  A  i s  t h e  d i f f e r e n c e  o p e r a t o r  1  —  q ~ l .  
A ,  B ,  a n d  C  a r e  t h e  p o l y n o m i a l s  i n  t h e  b a c k w a r d  s h i f t  o p e r a t o r  q ~ l :  
A ( q  1  )  =  1  +  o , \ q  1  +  a ' 2 , q  2  +  •  •  •  +  a - n a Q  n a i  
B(q *) — bo + biq 1 + b^q 2 + • • • + bnbq nb, 
C ( q  * )  =  1  +  c i Q  1  +  c - i q  2  +  •  •  •  +  c n c q  n c .  
This model is known as a Controlled Auto-Regressive Integrating Moving Average (CARIMA) 
model. For simplicity in the development, without loss of generality, C(q~l) is chosen to be 1. 
The plant (3.1) is then given by: 
A(g-i)#) = <r^(<riHk - 1) + ^ . (3.2) 
The basic cost function used in GPC has the form 
J(Ari, Àr2, iVu, A) = ^2 [y(k + j) — w(k + j)]2 + 53 + J — I)]2: (3.3) 
j = N i  j = 1  
where y { k  +  j )  is an optimum j-step ahead prediction of the system output up to time k ,  
w(k + j), j = 1, 2,... is a future set-point or reference sequence. N\ is the minimum prediction 
horizon, N2 is the maximum prediction horizon, Nu is the control horizon, and A(k) is a 
control-weighting sequence. As seen in equation (3.3), the cost function is quadratic and 
penalizes future tracking errors over the prediction horizon and control increments over the 
control horizon. It is assumed that the control increments after the control horizon are zero. 
The basic idea is to compute the optimal future control sequence, u*(k) = \u(k), u(k + 1), ...], 
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such that the cost function J ( N \ ,  N ? ,  N u ,  A) is minimized. The control designer can select the 
tuning parameters, jVi, JVg, Nu, and A, to meet certain stability and performance objectives. 
Once u*(k) is computed, only the first element of the sequence is used and the whole process 
is repeated at the next time step. 
In order to compute the cost function, which consists of future tracking errors, we need to 
compute the future outputs, y(k + j) (Ari < j < N?), using the plant model (3.2). In the case 
of SISO systems, these predictions can be computed using the Diophantine equation [92], 
1 = Ej(g-i)Â(g-i) + g^FXr'), (3.4) 
where A ( q " 1 )  = AThe degrees of polynomials E j  and F j  are j  —  1 and n a ,  respectively. 
The Diophantine equation (3.4) offers a convenient way to obtain a division of two polynomials 
and it has a unique solution, Ej and Fj, given A(g-1) and the prediction interval j. This 
equation will be useful in writing predictions of future outputs. The development of prediction 
equations for the SISO case using the Diophantine approach is detailed in [96]. This formulation 
is very cumbersome to use, and therefore a state-space approach described next is often a 
method of choice. 
3.3 State-space approach for Generalized Predictive Control (GPC) 
In this section, the GPC control laws are developed for a more generalized case of Multi-
Input Multi-Output (MIMO) Linear Time-Invariant (LTI) systems. An end-point state weight­
ing, or terminal cost, is included in the cost function to establish the stability of GPC. A way 
to compute the desired end-point state from the desired output and two methods to synthesize 
the end-point weighting matrix are given. 
3.3.1 Stable generalized predictive control law 
Let the state-space model for a general discrete-time MIMO system with p  inputs and q  
outputs be given by 
x ( k  + 1) = A x ( k )  +  B A u ( k )  
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y ( k )  =  C x ( k ) ,  (3.5) 
where x  is the n-dimensional state vector, A, D ,  and C  are system matrices with dimensions 
n x n, n x p, and q x n, respectively. The cost function to be minimized is given by 
N-2 
J(^i,7V2,7Vu,A) = (%/(& +j') -w(A: +j))^(ï/(A' +j) - w(A;-t-;)) + 
j=Ni 
Nn 
5]A(A«(t+ j - l)f (Aw(t + j - 1)), (3.0) 
3 = 1 
where y  is the g-vector of predicted output, w  is the q-vector of reference trajectory, A is the 
c o n t r o l  w e i g h t ,  a n d  A i t  i s  t h e  p - v e c , t o r  o f  i n p u t  i n c r e m e n t s ,  d e f i n e d  a s  A u ( k )  =  u ( k )  —  u ( k  —  
1). The incremental controller automatically ensures the zero offset, even with non-zero load 
disturbances. Typically, most of the system equations are available in the form with the input 
being it, instead of Au. Appendix B is intended to provide the equations to transform the 
system with input it to a system with input Ait. Ni is called the minimum output horizon, 
N2 is called the maximum output horizon, and Nu is the control horizon. The real power of the 
GPC approach lies in the assumptions made about future control actions. GPC borrows an 
idea from the Dynamic Matrix Control method, which is after an interval Nu < JVg, projected 
control increments are assumed to be zero, i.e., 
A u (k + j - 1) = 0, j > Nu. 
In cost function terms this is equivalent to placing effectively infinite weights on control changes 
after some future time. The use of a control horizon Nu < stabilizes the nonminimurn-
phase plant and significantly reduces the computational burden [16]. 
In order to compute the optimal control input by minimizing the above performance func­
tion, output predictions need to be computed over the prediction horizon. Using a recursion 
procedure for (3.5), we have 
y ( k  +  j )  =  CA>~ lB CAB CB Auj + CA^x{ k ) ,  (3.7) 
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where AUj = [Aw7 ( k ) ,  •  •  • ,  A u 1  ( k  + j  —  1)]1 . Let us define 
y ( k  +  N i )  
%/(& + AAg) 
y = A u  =  
A u ( k )  
A  u ( k  +  1 )  
where 
and 
A u ( k  +  N u  —  1 )  
+ z) = [^(A; + %), -, ^(/c + z)]^, 
(3.S) 
A u ( k  +  j )  =  [ A u i ( k  +  j ) ,  • • • ,  A u p ( k  +  j ) } 1 ,  
for i = iVi, • • •, A^2, j  = 0, • • •, N u  —  1. Then predicted outputs are given in a compact form as 
x ( k )  
C A N l l B  CANi~2B 0 CANl 
y = A u  +  
CAN2~lB CAN2~2B • . CAN'2~NuB CAn2 
G  
(3.9) =  G  A u  +  f .  
Then, the cost function (3.6) can be rewritten in a concise form as 
J ( N U N 2 , N U , X )  =  ( y  -  w ) T ( y  -  w )  +  X A u 1  A u  
=  ( G A u  + / - W ) t( G A U  +  f  -  w )  +  \ A U T A U ,  (3.10) 
where the reference trajectory w  is given by 
w  =  w ( k  +  M ) T  w ( k  +  M  +  I ) 7  • • •  w ( k  +  N - 2 , ) 1  
and 
w ( k  +  j )  =  
Rewriting the cost function as 
W l ( & + j )  W 2 ( A  +  j )  - -  W g ( t + j )  
J  = - A U t H  A u  +  b A u  +  /  o ,  (3.11) 
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where 
H  =  2  ( C t G  + A/) , (3.12) 
b = 2 [(/ - w)^] , (3.13) 
and 
f o ~  i f  w ) T  ( f  w ) .  (3.14) 
By setting the derivative of J  with respect to A u  to zero, the optimal control input, i.e., GPC 
control law, is obtained as follows: 
A u *  =  — H ~ l b T  =  ~ { G r G  +  AI ) - l \ G T { f  -  «>)]. (3.15) 
In implementation, only the first p  elements of the vector A u * ,  i.e., A u * ( k ) ,  are sent to 
the plant at each time instant. The whole process is repeated at t-lie next time instant after 
"receding" the prediction horizon by one time-step. 
3.3.2 GPC control law with end-point state weighting 
One of the major drawbacks of GPC control law presented in (3.15) is that the stability of 
resulting closed-loop system can not be guaranteed. However, this difficulty can be overcome 
if the performance function in (3.6) can be modified to include the penalty on the end-point 
state of the system and GPC design parameters can be chosen judiciously. 
For the LTI system (3.5), the optimal control law is obtained by minimizing the cost with 
the end-point state weighting 
J ( N \ ,  N 2 ,  N U }  Q ,  A) = ( x ( k - { - N 2 )  —  w x ( k  +  N 2 ) ) T Q ( x ( k  +  N 2 )  —  u i x ( k  +  N 2 ) )  +  
N2 
Ë  [ y ( k  +  j )  -  w ( k  +  j ) ] T [ y i k  + 3 )  -  w ( k  +  j ) ]  +  
j=N\ 
Nu 
^2\[Au(k + j - 1) ] T [ A u ( k  +  j  -  1)], (3.16) 
j=i 
where w x ( k  +  N 2 )  is the desired value of the state at the end of the prediction horizon, N \  =  1, 
7V2 = Nu = N, Q positive semidefinite, and A > 0. Since the stability properties of the 
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system are independent of the reference input, the reference input can be ignored, i.e., set 
wx(k + N) = 0, and w(k + j) — 0, Vj. Then, the cost function will be modified to 
J N  = x r ( k  +  N ) Q x ( k  +  N )  +  
N 
5 ]  { y ( k  +  j ) T y { k  +  j )  +  A A u ( k  +  j  -  1 ) T A u ( k  +  j  -  1  
j=i 
jV-l 
y, | x ( / c  +  j ) T C 7  C x ( k  + j) + AAu ( k  +  j ) 7  A u ( k  + j)} 
j=o 
'rn„\nT. x  ( k ) C  C x ( k ) .  
The state evolution equation is given by 
: ( k  +  N )  =  A N x ( k )  +  5 3  A N - ' ~ 1 B A u { k  
(3.17) 
N - 1  
X (  
i=0 
=  A N x ( k )  +  I TV—1 B  A N ~ Z B  B  A u  
= A^a;(A;) + CAw. (3.18) 
Using equations (3.18) and (3.9) the cost function in equation (3.17) can be re-written in 
a more compact form as 
1 . t r„ _-=t„ J n — - AuT | H  + 2C  Q C  | Ait + b + 2z^(A)(A^)^Qc] Au + fo + z^(A)(A^)^QA^a;(A:X3.19) 
where H ,  b ,  f 0  are defined in (3.12), (3.13), (3.14) with w  =  0, respectively, i.e., 
H  =  2 ( C t G  +  A/) , 
b  =  2 f T G ,  
fo = ff-
Matrices G  and / are as defined in equation (3.9) with TVi —  1 ,  N 2  —  N .  Write / as 
C A 1  
f = C A
2  
x ( k )  =  L x { k ) .  
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Then, the cost function in equation (3.19) can be further simplified to 
J N  = ^ Aw7 H  A u  +  b A u  +  /  o ,  (3.20) 
where 
7o - z^(A:)(^ + (A^QA4a;(A;). 
Now the optimal control A u *  can be obtained by setting the gradient of equation (3.20) to 
zero with respect to Au. The GPC control law Au* is obtained as 
Note that, under the receding horizon approach, this is a state-feedback solution. The stability 
result is given in the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. If the system given by (3.5) is stabilizable and detectable, Q h 0, A > 0, 
M = 1, and N-2 = Nu = N, Pq >z Pi, where Pq = Q + CTC, and Pi satisfies the following 
Riccati Difference Equation (RDE), 
A u *  =  - H  l b T  
= - + Af + %(t) (3.21) 
=  — K x ( k ) ,  
where 
K  =  ( C T G  + A/ + C T Q C )  1 ( G T L  +  C TQ A N )  .  
Pm+i = ATPm A  -  A TPm B ( B TPm B  + XI) - 1 B TPm A  +  C T C ,  
then the GPC control law (3.21 ) stabilizes the system. 
Proof. See Appendix C. • 
3.3.3 Computation of desired state trajectories 
With N i  =  I ,  N 2  —  N u  =  N ,  the cost function (3.16) becomes 
J N  =  { x ( k  +  N )  —  w x ( k  +  N ) ) T Q ( x ( k  +  N )  -  w x ( k  +  N ) )  
N  
+  +  -  w ( k  +  j)]T[y(k +  j )  - w ( k  +  j ) }  
j=i 
N  
+ ^ 2  A[A u ( k  +  j  —  1)]T[A u ( k  +  j -  1)]. (3.22) 
j=i 
By a similar method presented in section 3.3.2, we can obtain GPC control law as 
Au* = -(G^G + Af + (f QC)-i [(A"z(t) -«,„(& + AT))^QC + (Z,z(A;) - w)^cl ^ . (3.23) 
In equation (3.23), one can see that the control law computation requires that the desired 
state trajectories are known. In Theorem 3.1, the reason the end point state weighting is 
used instead of the output weighting is this approach makes it easier to achieve the condition 
(PQ >Z PI) needed for ensuring stability. However, in most real life situations, it is safe to 
assume that the desired output trajectory is given to the control designer. In [4], the method 
to calculate the desired state from the desired output for continuous time system is given. Here 
we give the analogue for discrete-time system. 
Consider the MIMO LTI system given in (3.5). Let w ( k  +  N )  denote the desired output-
trajectory that needs to be tracked by the system and let wx(k + N) denote the corresponding 
trajectories for the desired state. Then, wx(k + N) must satisfy the following conditions: 
The first condition (3.24) is a direct consequence of the output equation. The second condition 
( 3 . 2 5 )  i s  d e r i v e d  n e x t .  O n e  c o n s i d e r a t i o n  i n  t h e  t r a c k i n g  p r o b l e m  i s  t h a t  t h e  c h o i c e  o f  w x ( k + N )  
should be consistent with the zero steady-state output tracking error. Consider the GPC 
control law with tracking error feedback: 
w ( k  +  N )  =  C w x ( k  +  N )  (3.24) 
(A — I ) w x ( k  +  N )  — 0. (3.25) 
Aw*(&) = - jfe(&) (3.26) 
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where 
c(&) = %(&) - Wz, 
where w x  is the desired constant state. The closed-loop error dynamics for the system given 
by (3.5) with control law (3.26) is governed by 
e ( k  +  1 )  =  x ( k  +  1 )  - w x  
=  A x ( k )  +  B A u * ( k )  —  w x  
= (A - B K ) e ( k )  +  A w x  -  w x  
= (A - BAT)e(A:) + (A - i) (3.27) 
This closed-loop state equation is driven by the constant input (A — I )  w x ,  resulting in a 
constant steady-state error, which, in general, is not zero. If the closed loop system is stable 
and we require 
(A - I ) w x  = 0, 
then equation (3.27) becomes homogeneous. Hence, zero steady-state error is obtained by the 
stability of the closed loop system. 
Therefore, to ensure a zero steady state output tracking error, we require 
(A — I ) w x ( k  +  N )  = 0, 
which is condition (3.25). 
Combining the conditions (3.24) and (3.25), we get 
A - I  
C  
w T { k  +  A O  =  
0 (3.28) 
w ( k  +  N )  
Note that for the case of redundant actuators or for the case when multiple actuators can 
affect the same output, i.e., p > q, the matrix on the left-hand side has row rank less than or 
equal to n — p + q which is less than ra, since system matrix A has at least p eigenvalues at 1 
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(see Appendix B). Therefore, equation (3.28) is typically under-determined. In such cases, the 
least square solution can be obtained as follows: 
/ [ a - Z I V T  0  1  
w=(t + AT) = , (3.29) 
\  C  J  w ( k  +  N )  
where (-)t denotes pseudo-inverse of (•), will satisfy equation (3.28). 
3.4 Q-synthesis methods 
Theorem 3.1 states that the system can be stabilized by picking an appropriate end-point 
state weighting matrix Q. Unfortunately, it is not known how to find such a Q In general, it 
is difficult to find such a matrix. In this section, two systematic ways are developed to compute 
the weighting matrix. 
3.4.1 Fake Algebraic Riccati Equations (FARE) based Q-synthesis 
This idea comes directly from the Fake Algebraic Riccati Equations (FARE) argument 
(see the proof of Theorem C.l in Appendix C). Suppose that the system given by (3.5) is 
stabilizable and detectable. Choose DP >- 0 and let 
Q(0) = + Dp. (3.30) 
Then solve the following Algebraic Riccati Equation (ARE) for P Q ,  
P Q  =  A T P 0 A  -  A T P 0 B ( B T P 0 B  +  A I ) ~ 1 B R P 0 A  +  Q ( 0 ) .  
Note that the solution to the above ARE always exists since the system is stabilizable. Now, 
set the weighting matrix 
Q = fb - C^C ^  0. 
The inequality follows from the monotonicity property of the solution of RDE. Next, we will 
prove that such a Q will make PQ — PI H 0. By the FARE and RDE, 
P 0  =  A1 P 0 A - A 1 P 0 B ( B 1 P o B  +  X I ) - 1B tP oA  +  Q { 0 )  
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=  A R P 0 A  -  A T P 0 B { B T P 0 B  + A/)"1 B R P 0 A  +  C T C  + Dp 
=  P \  +  D p .  
Therefore, P Q  —  P \  = Dp 0. 
Remark 3.1. This also shows that if the system given by (3.5) is stabilizable and detectable, 
the end-point weighting matrix Q in Theorem 3.1 always exists. 
Remark 3.2. If Dp = 0 in (3.30), then the terminal cost x (k + N) r Q x (k + N) is the cost 
incurred in the infinite horizon control. In fact, Dp can be used as a tuning parameter to obtain 
a  b e t t e r  p e r f o r m a n c e .  T h i s  w i l l  b e  d e m o n s t r a t e d  i n  S e c t i o n  4 - 4 - 1 -
3.4.2 Constrained nonlinear optimization based Q-synthesis 
The cost function with end-point state weighting in (3.17) can be re-written as 
J(Q,7V,A) = Z^(& + AR)(Q + C^CMK + AR) + 
N  —  1  
Y ]  | x T ( f c  +  j ) C T C x ( k  +  j )  +  À A u T ( k  +  j ) A u ( k  +  j )  j  -
j = Q  
x 1  ( k ) C T C x ( k ) ,  (3.. >1) 
where the dependence of J on Q  is emphasized. We can express the GPC problem as the 
following optimization problem: 
min J ( Q , N , \ )  
A u  
subject to x ( k  + 1) = A x ( k )  + B A u ( k )  (3.32) 
Y(&) = CA(T). (3.33) 
Solution of this optimization yields the optimal control as 
Au*(Q) = -  ( G T G  +  X I  + C T Q C Y L  ( G tL  + CTQ A N )  x(k), 
which is a function of Q .  As a result, the states x (k + j), j = 1, • • •, N and the optimal value 
J* of J are also the functions of Q. J* is given by 
J*(Q, JV, A) = A^(K)FBA:(K) - Z^(A)C^CA;(A;), (3.34) 
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where P/v is the solution to the RDE (C.5). Now, we can pose an optimization problem for 
synthesizing Q as follows: 
Q 
subject to Po — Pi y 0, (3.35) 
where 
r (Q, AT, A) - z^(t + 7V)Qa;*(k + AT) = Œ*^(A: + AT)C^Ca;*(^ + #) + 
TV — 1 
Y" {z^(A: + j)C^Cz*(k + j) + AAw*T(k + j')Ai/(/c+ ;)} - ^ (k)C^Cz(A;), (3.36) 
,=o L J 
where x * ( k  +  j ) ,  j  = 1,2,---, AT, is the optimal state due to A u * .  So, x * ( k  +  j )  is also a 
function of Q. Clearly, if we minimize the cost (3.36) by appropriately choosing Q, we will get 
the optimal performance. Using equation (C.5), the constraint (3.35) can be re-written as 
A T { Q  +  C T C ) A  -  A R ( Q  +  C T C ) B [ B T ( Q  +  C 1  C ) B  +  AI ]  L B T { Q  +  C T C ) A  - Q =< 0. (3.37) 
Then, the modified statement of Q  synthesis optimization problem can be given as 
min a^(k)Pfv:c(&) - a^(&)C7Cz(t) - %*?(& + #)Qa;*(t + AT) Q 
subject to constraint (3.37). (3.38) 
The problem (3.38) is a constrained nonlinear optimization problem and one can only aim for 
the best possible local minimum. The optimal solution will depend on the initial value. One 
can use a Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP)-based optimization routine in Matlab to 
solve this problem. If it is assumed that the weighting matrix Q is diagonal, the computational 
complexity can be greatly reduced. Note that the aim is to obtain a better Q than that selected 
by the trial and error approach. 
3.5 Reconfigurable control 
In this section, the stability result obtained in the previous section are extended to the case 
of reconfigurable control architecture. A reconfigurable control scheme is presented wherein 
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the system has some redundancy in control actuators and in the event of actuator failures, like 
saturation, for example, the system can reconfigure itself to re-allocate the control signal to 
other sets of actuators. 
Consider a strictly proper stabilizable and detectable MIMO LTI system (3.5) with p inputs 
and q outputs. Let us suppose that the system has some redundancy in actuators, i.e., p > q and 
some of the p inputs can control more than one output. The reconfiguration problem is defined 
as follows. If one or more of the p actuators saturate (i.e., become "inactive" ) how to re-allocate 
the control signal to actuators which are still "active" such that the lost degrees of freedom due 
to saturation in controlling certain outputs are regained via re-allocation. Moreover, to ensure 
that the overall stability of the system is maintained under such a reconfiguration. Before a 
reconfiguration scheme is presented and stability of such scheme is established, some definitions 
are in order. 
3.5.1 Definitions 
Definition 3.1. Reconfiguration matrix: Any qxp matrix with binary entries fO or 1 ) is called 
Reconfiguration Matrix, Qrc, and is used to set the control priorities for each actuator. 
Qrc is used to select which actuator is used to control a certain output. The size of the Qrc 
matrix is q (number of outputs) by p (number of inputs). Each element of Qrc is either 1 or 
0, indicating whether a particular actuator is allowed to control a specific output or not. For 
example, let us take a 5-input 2-output system. An example Qrc matrix could be 
In this example of Qrc, the first output can be controlled only by the second input, and the 
second output can be controlled by both the third and fourth inputs. 
This matrix is then used to "reconfigure" the H  matrix, where H  is the transfer function 
matrix of system (3.5), as follows which causes the reconfiguration. The reconfigured H matrix 
is denoted by Hrc and given by 
0  1 0  0  0  
Qrc  (3.39) 
0  0  1 1 0  
H r c  — Qrc  ®  H ,  (3.40) 
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where <g> indicates the element-wise product or Schur-Hadamard product. This product effec­
tively modifies the B and C matrices of the system to account for reconfiguration. 
Definition 3.2. Let Q be the set of all allowable Qrc's such that the Schur-Hadamard product 
in equation (3-40) produces a set of reconfigured stabilizable and detectable systems. 
That is, 
Q  =  | QJ.C |  ( A , B i , C i )  is stabilizable and detectable, Vzj , (3.41) 
where B i  is the reconfigured B  matrix and C l  is the reconfigured C  matrix as a result of the 
Schur-Hadamard product of Q\.c with H. 
Definition 3.3. The matrix designed to prioritize the order of the actuators in which they are 
used in the event of saturation failure is called Reconfiguration Order Matrix. 
The design of the reconfiguration matrix, Qrc, is based on the criteria chosen suitably 
according to the application; for example, one of the criteria could be the saturation of the 
actuators. The order in which the redundant actuators are used is determined by the reconfig­
uration order matrix, Qro. For example, for the Qrc defined in (3.39), a reconfiguration order 
matrix could be 
4 12 2 3 
4  3  1 1 2  
This Qro matrix informs the reconfiguration algorithm to use the second input to control the 
first output until it saturates, followed by actuators 3 and 4 until they saturate, followed by 
actuators 5 and then 1. Similar logic is used for the second output. Each time the control law 
is evaluated, the first actuator is used to calculate the control input. The input is tested for 
saturation, if it is saturated, the Qrc matrix is set to the next actuator (or set of actuators). 
This process is repeated until there is no change in the Qrc matrix or there are no more free 
actuators left. Then the resulting control is sent to the plant. This process is repeated at 
each cycle. Repeating this process ensures that the reverse order of actuators is used as the 
actuators are unsaturated. 
Qro — (3.42) 
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3.5.2 Stability under reconfigurable control 
The stability of the reconfigurable control architecture described above will be established in 
two steps. In the first step, it will be shown that the set of plants obtained after reconfiguration 
is stabilized by the GPC control law (3.21). Then, in the second step, it will be shown that 
the system remains stable during the switching of the control law under reconfiguration. The 
stability of the reconfigured system is established by the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2. All systems resulting from reconfiguration of the system given by (3.5), due. to 
reconfiguration matrix, Qrc, are stabilized by the control law (3.21), if Qrc. belongs to the set 
Q. 
Proof. Proof of this theorem is the direct consequence of Definition 3.2 and Theorem 3.1. 
Note that the control law (3.21) stabilizes the original system (3.5) according to Theorem 3.1. 
Having established that both systems - system before reconfiguration and the system after 
reconfiguration - are stabilized by the control law (3.21), to complete the stability argument 
we need to show that the stability is retained during the process of reconfiguration. For this, 
let the system after reconfiguration be described by 
î ( & + l )  =  Â 2 ( & )  +  B A w ( k )  ( 3 . 4 3 )  
y ( k )  —  C x ( k ) .  
Let us suppose that the system (3.5) is under closed-loop control with control law given by 
(3.21). Suppose the system has actuator saturation at time instant k = r and is reconfigured 
by matrix Qrc G Q to yield the system (3.43). This means, the dynamics of the system 
(3.5) starting at say initial time k = 0 is governed by the dynamics of system (3.43) after 
reconfiguration (i.e., for V k > r). Since the GPC control (3.21) is stabilizing for system (3.5), 
x ( r )  i s  b o u n d e d .  L e t  x ( r )  b e  t h e  i n i t i a l  c o n d i t i o n  f o r  t h e  s y s t e m  ( 3 . 4 3 )  a t  t i m e  i n s t a n t  k  =  r .  
Since x(r) is related to x(r) by some similarity transformation, x(r) is also bounded. Now, 
for time k > r, the system evolves according to the dynamics (3.43). From Theorem 3.2, the 
system (3.43) is also stabilized by the control law (3.21), i.e., x(k) remains bounded for all 
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k > r. Thus, we have shown that the system remains stable for all k > 0 under control law 
(3.21). O 
3.6 Numerical example 
In this section, a numerical example is given to demonstrate the stable reconfiguration 
capability of the GPC control methodology presented in Section 3.5, using a short-period 
approximation model of a civil transport aircraft. The case of elevator saturation is considered 
for reconfiguration. 
The short-period approximation model considered is: 
i(() = 0 -0.6839 
2.0000 -1.5087 
+ 
!/(Z) = 
-0.0665 -0.0029 -0.0029 
-0.1723 -0.0086 -0.0086 
0 0.1250 a#, 
w(f) 
where the inputs are elevator deflection, left aileron deflection, and right aileron deflection. 
The output is the pitch rate. The eigenvalues of the open-loop system are —0.7543 ± 0.8937%. 
The maneuver under consideration is the step change in the pitch-rate. The initial actuator 
configuration is such that the desirable input is only the elevator input to accomplish this 
task. The left and right ailerons are considered as redundant actuators and are to be used if 
the elevator fails. The desirable pitch rate to be achieved is assumed to be 5.73 deg/sec. For 
demonstrating reconfiguration capability, it is assumed that the elevator input freezes before 
the system output (pitch rate) reaches its desired value (5.73 deg/sec). As a result, a constant 
elevator input is continuously acting on the system. At this stage reconfiguration comes in 
effect and the ailerons have to make up for the control input to reach the desired steady-state 
pitch rate value. Given below are reconfiguration results based on the methodology presented 
in Section 3.5. 
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The reconfiguration matrix qrc  has its initial settings as: 
Qrc — 1 0 0 
The outer product of qrc  with the system transfer matrix yields the following system 
i'(Z) = 
= 
0.0000 -0.6839 
2.0000 -1.5087 
0.0862 -0.0317 
x ( t )  +  
z(Z). 
-0.2500 0 0 
0.0000 0 0 
«(() 
(3.44) 
The discretization of the system (3.44) with the sampling rate of T = 0.05.S- and transformation 
to an equivalent system with Au(k) as input yields the following system: 
x ( k  +  1 )  =  
0.9983 -0.0329 -0.0125 
0.0963 0.9257 -0.0006 
0 0 1.0000 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
!/(&) 0.0862 -0.0317 0 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1.0000 0 
0 1.0000 
x { k ) .  
x ( k )  +  
-0.0125 0 0 
-0.0006 0 0 
1.0000 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
A u ( k )  
(3.45) 
Now, choose the GPC design parameters as: ni = 1, = nu = 5, A = 15. Using the initial 
Q0 = diag{100, 100, 5, 5, 5}, the Q-synthesis method in section 3.4.2 gives the optimized 
Q = <&og{100, 37.3839, 20.6518, 5, 5}. 
These Riccati solutions satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.1 as the eigenvalues of the 
difference PQ — PI are 
Eig(Po-Pi) = 0.0001 11.9832 5.2388 0 0 > = 0  
=>• Po - Pi b 0. 
As the elevator input freezes at —5.68 deg the system is reconfigured and ailerons are actuated 
to compensate for the short of elevator input. The reconfiguration matrix qrc is given by: 
Qrc — 0 1 1 (3.46) 
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Again, discretization of the system with sampling time, t = 0.05,s, and transformation to a 
new system with Au(k) as input yields: 
x ( k  +  1 )  —  
%/(*) = 
0.9983 -0.0329 0 -0.0006 -0.0006 
0.0963 0.9257 0 -0.0017 -0.0017 
0 0 10 0 
0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 
x ( k )  +  
0 -0.0006 -0.0006 
0 —0.0017 -0.0017 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
0.0000 0.0313 0 0 0 z(&) .  
A u ( k )  
(3.47) 
Now, if we define the new GPC parameters to be ni — 1, n-2 = nu = 5, A = 5, and by picking 
the initial 
Qo = dmg{1000, 1000, 1, 2, 2}, 
we have the optimized 
Q = dmg{0.2894, 0.1, 1, 37.2475, 39.9955}. 
Thus, 
Eig(fb-Pi) = 
=> PO ~ PI H 0. 
0.0000 0.0132 32.8393 35.5511 0 0 
Therefore, the conditions in the Theorem 3.1 are satisfied and the GPC control law (3.21) 
stabilizes the system. The simulation results for this case are shown in Figures 3.1-3.4. 
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GPC Control Law 
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Figure 3.1 The GPC control law 
Plant Output 
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Figure 3.2 The plant output 
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Figure 3.4 The plant output error 
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As shown in Figure 3.1, the elevator input freezes approximately at —5.68 cleg. At this 
time, the ailerons take over as a result of reconfiguration and the ailerons' deflection reaches a 
steady-state value of approximately —28.88 deg as the pitch rate reaches the desired value of 
5.73 deg/sec. Note that in this case, the row rank of the left-hand matrix in equation (3.28) 
is 3, which is less than n — 5, so the condition (3.28) is satisfied. We obtain the desired final 
state value from equation (3.29). As seen in Figure 3.2, overall tracking performance is very 
satisfactory without steady-state error. The performance function and tracking error time 
history are shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4, respectively. 
The Q-synthesis method given in section 3.4.2 results in a constrained nonlinear optimiza­
tion problem, which is difficult to solve. It still has merit, as it enables one to find Q, which 
guarantees stability and yields better performance as demonstrated in this numerical example. 
3.7 Remarks 
This chapter presented a comprehensive development of the basic GPC control architecture 
and derivation of the control law for MIMO systems. Stability of GPC based on end-point 
state weighting was presented as a basis for establishing stability of a novel reconfigurable GPC 
control architecture. A method was given to compute the desired end-point state from desired 
output. This method guarantees the zero steady state error. A Fake Algebraic Riccati Equa­
tion method and a constrained nonlinear optimization method were developed for synthesis of 
Q. The stability conditions for reconfiguration scheme were presented. A numerical simula­
tion, using a short-period approximation model of a civil transport aircraft, demonstrated the 
effectiveness of the proposed GPC-based reconfiguration methodology. 
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CHAPTER 4. CONTROL DESIGN 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter focuses on design of candidate controllers for flexible spacecraft, JIMO, de­
scribed in Chapter 2. The controller assessment is verified using a typical in-orbit maneuver 
requiring re-orientation of spacecraft from one attitude to another. One such maneuver used is 
the 90-degree slew maneuver for yaw rotation. An extensive simulation study is performed to 
investigate the performance, stability, and robustness of the resulting closed-loop system and 
to ascertain that the flexible deflections are within the prescribed limits. 
This chapter is organized as follows: First, in section 4.2, the flexible dynamics of the 
JIMO structure is derived using assumed mode method where commercially available FEM 
software such as AN SYS and NASTRAN are used to model the flexibility. The frequency 
and mode shape data obtained from these packages are used to obtain the flexible dynamics 
of the system as described in Chapter 2. In light of the assumptions made, the same linear 
elastic dynamics is used for nonlinear as well as linear approximate model of JIMO. In section 
4.3, a stable reconfigurable GPC is designed, based on a linear flexible single body system 
model to accomplish the desired maneuver. For a nonlinear model of the flexible single body 
system, a feedback linearization based nonlinear GPC and nonlinear dissipative control laws 
are designed in section 4.4. For comparison, a GPC control law based on the linear prediction 
model is given. The performance, stability, and robustness to the unmodeled nonlinear dynam­
ics, system parameter uncertainties, and disturbances are explored for GPC-based controller. 
Finally, a nonlinear dissipative control law is presented for the attitude control of a flexible 
multibody system. In all the closed-loop simulations one of the common performance metric 
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used is the elastic deformation at the base of the scan platform. The allowable deflection at 
the base is targeted at 1 mrad. 
The finite element method is by far the most commonly used method for modeling flexible 
structure because of its versatility in handling highly complex structures. Some of the most 
powerful software packages available on the market for finite element analysis include ANSYS, 
NASTRAN, and ABAQUS. The package of choice for this work was first ANSYS and then 
NASTRAN. The change over was due to the issues related to the compatibility with NASA's 
team. Figure 4.1 is a simplified finite element model (obtained from ANSYS), which only 
includes the Fore Body, Mid Body (Boom), and Aft Body (Bus) of the structure shown in 
Figure 2.2. The model dimension and mass distribution are given in Table 4.1. 
4.2 Modal analysis 
Isometric View X-Z Plane 
Y-Z Plane 
Figure 4.1 A simplied finite element model in ANSYS 
The moment of inertia matrix is 
2.5862e + 006 2.1651e-013 -2.0286e-011 
J s =  2.1651e — 013 2.5850e + 006 -1.9832e + 004 (4.1) 
—2.0286e-Oil -1.9832e + 004 2.9760e + 004 
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X-Z Plane Isometric View 
Y-Z Plane Mode 2 (1.227 Hz) 
Figure 4.2 The first bending mode-shape for JIMO 
Table 4.1 ANSYS model parameters 
fore body 4 
Length (m) boom 20 bus 3 
Total 27 
fore body 7 
Mass (MT) boom 3 bus 11 
Total 21 
For all of the free boundary conditions, Table 4.2 shows the first 30 modes of the JIMO 
model. The plots of the first two boom bending mode-shapes are shown in Figures 4.2 and 
4.3. Based on the method given in section 2.2.2 and the data from ANASYS modal analysis, 
one can obtain the elastic model (2.8). For the reasons discussed in section 2.2.2, the damping 
ratio value is selected to be £, = 0.0025. For the purpose of controller design, only first 30 
modes (ranging up to 20 Hz in frequency) are used, which leads to 60th order model. 
One important point of interest in terms of performance monitoring is the base of the 
scan platform. The scan platform attached to the bus structure is shown in Figure 4.4. It 
is modeled as a point mass structure attached to the central body by a rigid massless rod. 
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Isometric View X-Z Plane 
Y-Z Plane Mode 3 (1.2G4 Hz) 
Figure 4.3 The second bending mode-shape for JIMO 
Figure 4.4 Scan platform of JIMO 
The position vector of the point, through which the rod is connected to the spacecraft, is 
[—0.2320, — 0.9820, 0]T, in terms of (Os,Xs, Ys, Zs). This connection point is also called base 
point of the scan platform. The pointing error requirement for the scan platform is less than 
1 mrad, or 0.057 degree. During the simulation, the elastic angular deformation of the base 
point of the scan platform will be checked to ensure that this requirement is satisfied. Figure 
4.5 shows the JIMO system with an external torque applied at the reaction wheel as input and 
the angular deformation of the base point of the scan platform as output. 
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Table 4.2 Elastic mode frequencies for JIMO 
Mode Frequency (Hz) Mode Frequency (Hz) 
1 0.4306 16 9.0793 
2 1.2272 17 10.5688 
3 1.2645 18 10.8546 
4 1.5791 19 12.0773 
5 2.8191 20 12.2513 
6 3.702 21 12.3269 
7 3.9094 22 13.5931 
8 4.0558 23 15.119 
9 4.1164 24 15.3259 
10 4.7594 25 16.6419 
11 6.1391 26 16.8524 
12 7.249 27 18.1828 
13 7.5948 28 19.7292 
14 8.9525 29 20.7833 
15 8.9666 30 21.2882 
4.3 Stable reconfigurable GPC design 
In Chapter 3, the stable reconfigurable GPC paradigm was introduced. In this section, this 
methodology will be used to design a reconfigurable controller for linearized JIMO model. The 
target maneuver under consideration is a 1-hour 90-degree slew maneuver for yaw rotation. 
The initial actuator configuration is such that the desirable inputs are in the form of torque 
u — [Tx(t), Ty(t), Tz(t)]T at the reaction wheel. The thruster inputs are considered as 
redundant actuators, which will produce a couple, whose moment is along ^-direction and 
are used if the primary torque actuator fails. This configuration is shown in Figure 4.6. 
The desirable maneuver trajectory is assumed to be a sigmoid curve (see Figure 4.11). For 
demonstrating reconfiguration capability, it is assumed that the torque actuator for y-axis fails 
at the time instant of 500 sec. As a result, only tx and tz are continuously acting on the 
system. At the time instant of 1000 sec, reconfiguration comes into effect and the couple from 
thrusters makes up for the loss of control input to drive the structure to follow the desired 
trajectory. Given below are reconfiguration results based on the methodology presented in 
Chapter 3. Suppose that the controller design model only consists of rigid rotation modes, see 
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equation (2.4). 
X r  
V r  
Ar$r + B r U  
c f&t î 
(4.2) 
where 
, • • 1t 
— \p*-x) ô-x ? y > i X r  
y, 
A r  =  
" 0  1  0  0  0  0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 
.0 0 0 0 0 0 
" 1  0  0  0  0  0  
0 0 1 0 0 0 
. 0  0  0  0  1  0  
Before reconfiguration, the control input vector 
C r  =  
0 0 0 
0.003867 0.0000 0.0000 
0 0 0 
0.0000 0.003888 0.002591 
0 0 0 
. 0.0000 0.002591 0.3378 J 
After reconfiguration, the control input vector 
B r  =  10"4 X 
B r  =  10" 
0 0 0 
0 0.003867 0.0000 
0 0 0 
0.01287 0.0000 0.002591 
0 0 0 
.0.008577 0.0000 0.3378 
where F z ( t )  is the thruster force of the couple. It can be verified that both nominal plants, 
before and after reconfiguration, are controllable and observable. The true plant includes rigid 
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rotation modes and 30 flexible modes, sec equation (2.10). 
x ( t )  =  A x ( t )  +  B u ( t )  
%/(f) Cz(^) (4.3) 
where the state vector is 
x — \otx, olx, oiy, oy, qlz, ôlz, tjl, 7/1, , î/301 %o] (4.4) 
and the output vector is 
The discretization of the prediction model (4.2) with the sampling rate of 71 = 0.05,s and 
transformation to an equivalent system with Au(k) as input yield the following system 
x p ( k  + 1) = A p X p ( k )  +  B p A u ( k )  
where the subscript "p" denotes the prediction model. This system is controllable and ob­
servable. Choose the GPC design parameters as: Ni — 1, N2 = Nu — 5, A = 5. Choosing 
Dp = 0.0001 J, where I is an identity matrix with proper dimensions, the Q-synthesis method 
in section 3.4.1 gives the optimized Q. After reconfiguration, select the same sampling rate 
T = 0.05s and transform it to the equivalent system with the form (4.5), which is controllable 
and observable. Choose the GPC design parameters as: N\ = 1, = Nu — 5, A = 5. Choose 
D p  =  0 . 0 0 0 0 1  I .  
Figures 4.7-4.14 are the simulation results. As shown in Figure 4.8, the torque actuator fails 
at the time instant of 500 sec. The system is driven only by Tx and Tz, given by GPC algorithm 
and shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.9. At time instant of 1000 sec, the thrusters take over as a 
result of reconfiguration and drive the system to track the desired trajectory without steady 
state error, see Figures 4.10-4.12. The output errors are shown in Figure 4.13. The elastic 
deformations of the base point during the reconfiguration and slew maneuver are given in Figure 
y ( k )  —  C p X p ( k ) ,  (4.5) 
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Figure 4.7 Reconfigurable GPC - control input - tx 
4.14. The maximum deformation appears in the y-direction, approximately 0.0025 degree 
which satisfies the pointing requirement. 
The method given in section 3.4.1 has been used to synthesize Q .  In this case, it is difficult 
to obtain a result by the optimization problem in section 3.4.2. 
io GPC Control Law - T 
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GPC Control Law - Ty and Fz 
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Figure 4.8 Reconfigurable GPC - control input - ty 
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Figure 4.9 Reconfigurable GPC - control input - tz  
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Figure 4.10 Reconfigurable GPC - plant output - ax 
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Figure 4.11 Reconfigurable GPC - plant output - ay 
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Figure 4.12 Reconfigurable GPC - plant output - az 
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Figure 4.13 Reconfigurable GPC - plant output errors 
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Figure 4.14 Reconfigurable GPC - elastic deformations of base point 
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4.4 Nonlinear control design for single body systems 
In this section, a feedback linearization based nonlinear GPC (FLGPC) and nonlinear dissi-
pative control law are designed for nonlinear JIMO model consisting of only central body. The 
nonlinear dynamics under consideration can be represented by the following generic nonlinear 
state equation, 
x  =  f ( x ) + g ( x ) u .  (4.6) 
The state vector is defined as 
x  
—  >  e  !  v ]  — [wu ^ y i  1  e.T) 1 v \  (4.7) 
and the inputs are the torques applied at the wheel reaction 
f { x )  =  
~JS Wg X JsUis 
b e  x u>s + \t]ujs 
- \ e T u s  
g { x )  = o 
0 
The elastic model (2.8), with 30 modes, is given by 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
(4 10) 
x e  =  A c x e  +  B e u  
y e  —  C e x e .  (4.11) 
This model is used to calculate the elastic deformation at the base point of scan platform. The 
state vector is 
2e = [%, ?7l, %0, 
and the output vector is 
ye — [c^xei clyei aze] • 
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4.4.1 Linear GPC design 
For comparison, a GPC controller, based on the linear prediction model is first given to 
control true nonlinear plant (4.6). The linear prediction model is given in (2.4), 
x r  =  A r x r  +  B r u  
y r  —  C r x r ,  (4.12) 
where 
A r  =  
B r  
X r  —  i  ^ y i  ®  z  i  & z  J 
y r  =  [ o t x ,  o . y ,  a z ]  ,  
"0  1  0  0  0  0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 
L o  o  o  o  o  o j  
0 0 0 
0.003867 0.0000 0.0000 
0 0 0 
0.0000 0.003888 0.002591 
0 0 0 
L 0.0000 0.002591 0.3378 J 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
10-^X 
C r  =  0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 
The control input vector is 
« = [T=(f), T.(<), 
The control law calculated based on the model (4.12) is applied to the true plant (4.6). To 
obtain the new measurements from the true plant at each time instant for this linearized model, 
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the following approximate measurements are chosen as the initial state 
Ôtx = L0X 
Ô y  =  U l y  
CXZ  — 
a = (bar = 2 arccos r/——;— 
smfarccosT?) 
av — èa,u — 2 arccos — r 
sm(arccosr/) 
az = 4>az — 2 arccos n-—;— r, 
sm(arccos q) 
where ( a x ,  a y ,  a z ,  < p )  are axis and angle variables, and (ex, ey, ez, r/) are Euler parameters (see 
the definitions in section 2.3.1). Now, discretize the system (4.12) by sampling time t = 0.1,s. 
Choose GPC design parameters as follows: ni — 1, n2 — nu — 5, A = 5. The Q-synthesis 
m e t h o d  i n  s e c t i o n  3 . 4 . 1  i s  u s e d  t o  c a l c u l a t e  t h e  o p t i m i z e d  Q .  C h o o s e  D p  =  0 . 0 0 0 0 0 1 / ,  w h e r e  I  
is an identity matrix with proper dimensions. The simulation results are given in Figure 4.15 
4.18. This GPC control law accomplishes the required maneuver and the elastic deformation 
satisfies the requirement. 
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Recall Remark 3.2 in Chapter 3.4.1, Dp can be used as a tuning parameter to obtain a 
better performance. Let Dp = 0.01/, 0.0001/, 0.000001/ and compare the performance. The 
simulation results, shown in Figures 4.19-4.21, demonstrate that the "smaller" the Dp, the 
better the performance. 
4.4.2 Feedback linearization based GPC (FLGPC) design 
For on-line implementation of GPC the computational issues become very important. For 
linear systems with quadratic cost, GPC reduces to a quadratic program which can be solved 
efficiently. For nonlinear system, GPC generally results in computationally demanding non-
convex optimization problems. The efficiency of the solution of these nonconvex optimization 
problems can influence the efficacy of GPC based control. One approach proposed here is the 
two-layered control architecture where inner layer involves application of feedback linearization 
to obtain a linearized closed-loop system which is then controlled in the outer layer using GPC 
(see [76]). While feedback linearizing transformation reduces burden on computation of pre­
diction for GPC it changes the cost from being simple quadratic to nonlinear and nonconvex. 
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Figure 4.17 Linear GPC - actual control inputs 
Reference [76] lists two possible approaches to deal with the introduction of the nonconvex-
ity in the cost. The simplest method is to abandon the nonlinear and nonconvex one in favor 
of a new cost in terms of the new linearized variables in such a way to approximate the true 
nonlinear cost as closely as possible. So, the new problem becomes a linear problem when the 
zero dynamics are stable and do not appear in the cost. Although it is necessary to simulate 
the zero dynamics when it is unstable, the fact that the dimension of the nonlinearity that 
must be simulated has been reduced from the full system dimension to only the dimension of 
the zero dynamics makes it advantageous. In some cases, this lack of respect for the original 
cost can result in poor performance. A second alternative is to use the original nonlinear cost 
with the linearized dynamics. The reduction in the dimension of the nonlinearity results in 
improved computational efficiency. 
The single body structure system (4.6) is a nonlinear system, which is feedback linearizable. 
In this section, the system first is feedback linearized and then a GPC control law is design 
based on a new quadratic cost function in terms of the new variables. 
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Consider the single-input-single-output system 
i = /(%)+#(%)% 
& - &(i), 
where /, g, and h are sufficiently smooth in a domain L) c Rn. The derivative y is given by 
where 
is called the Lie Derivative ofh, with respect to / or along / [49]. For convenience, the following 
notations are used: 
^A(T) = = 
dx /(^) 
L°jh(x) = h(x). 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
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For the MIMO system, consider square systems which have as many inputs as outputs. Suppose 
x  =  f ( x ) + g i ( x )ui + h g P ( x )up 
=  f ( x ) + g ( x ) u  
~ y i ~  ' h i ( x ) '  
- U p .  
where g ( x )  =  [51 (x), •  •  • ,  g p ( x ) \ ,  u  =  [ u u  •  •  • ,  u p ) T  G Rp, x  G R", y  =  [ y u  •  •  • ,  y p ] T  G Rp, 
and /, gi are assumed to be smooth vector fields and hj to be smooth functions. Start by 
differentiating yj with respect to time 
d h j  d h j  
W = -9^nx) + ^  
i=l 
P 
= Lfhj + yxLMui 
i = 1  
=  L f h j  +  L g h j U ,  (4.16) 
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Figure 4.20 Linear GPC - Euler parameters, dashdot: D p  =  0.01/; solid: 
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where 
L g h j  =  [  L g i h j ,  •  •  • ,  L g p h j  }  .  
So 
~ y \ '  ' L f h i  +  L g h \ u  
_  L  j "  h p  L g h j y U  
In (4.16), if L g h j  =  0, then the inputs do not appear in the equation. Continue to calculate 
the second derivative, 
^2) ^ [/(%) + g(z)w] 
—  L j hj  ~ ~ i ~  L g L f hjU 
by the notation (4.13). So, 
- y ? ] - L ' j h i  + L g L f h i u  
- y ¥ \  . L j h p  L g L f h v u  
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Define 7j to be the smallest integer such that at least one of the inputs appears in , that is 
(4.17) 
i=1 
with at least one of the Lgi (LjJ hj) 7^ 0 for some x. Define the p x p matrix A(x) as 
A{x) = 
Now, the definition of relative degree for MIMO systems can be given. 
(4.18) 
Definition 4.1. [91]  Vector  Relat ive  Degree.  The system (4-15)  is said to have vector-
relative degree 71,72, • • • ,7p at XQ if, for Vx in a neighborhood U of XQ, 
LmLkfhi{x) = 0, 0 < /c < 7j — 2, 
for i — 1, • • • ,p and the matrix A ( X Q ) is nonsingular. 
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If a system has well defined vector relative degree, then 
~ y f  '  
— 
- L J I M  
+  A { x )  
'  U l  '  
.2/?. Th -  n p  J .  u p . 
Since A { x q )  is nonsingular, there exists a neighborhood U  of x q  such that A ( x )  is nonsingular 
in U. Then the state feedback control law 
u  —  — A  l ( x  
L j h l  
+  A  ( x ) v  
yields the linear closed loop system 
' y ? '  
1 
.2/?. - V p _  
For system (4.6), we have f ( x )  and g ( x )  defined in (4.9) and (4.10), respectively. Define 
y  =  e .  (4.19) 
Then, 
h ( x )  =  e .  
(4.6) and (4.19) define a square system with n = 7, p = 3. The above argument is applied to 
calculate the vector relative degree and the state feedback control law, which gives a linearized 
closed loop system. For the sake of convenience, x, fix), g(x), and h(x) are given again. 
X = \<j j  s , d , Tj\ = [Wj, COy, LOz, e x ,  Éy, £z, 7/] , 
J s  ^Js X J SUJS 
f ( x )  = X Us + ^TJOJs 
-Kw, 
r - 1  •  
9 { x )  =  0 
0 
72 
h ( x )  =  e .  
First, calculate the Lie derivatives. 
d h ( x )  
d x  
- 10 / 01 
= 0. 
JJ1 
0 
0 
= [ 0  1 0 ]  
Js IV5 X JsLOs 
be x uis + brju>s 
1 1 
— -e x a>s + -r/a;s. 
By the cross-product operator (2.3), 
-  [ 2 e + 2  r/I "2 w «  2U 
= -(g + T,f)J -1 
S ' 
0 
0 
The eigenvalues for the matrix e  +  r j l  are rj .  77 ± aJ r f  — 1. Recall that 
•q = cos — 
for 0 < </> < 7T, which is the case in the 90 degree slew maneuver, r/ > 0. So, all the 
eigenvalues are nonzero. Hence, e + rjl are nonsingular and so is LgLfh(x). This means 
A { x )  =  L g L f h ( x )  = - (e + 77/) J, \ 
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and A(x)  is nonsingular for 0 < (p < ir. Therefore, this system has vector relative degree 
2, 2, 2. To compute the state feedback control law, we need 
= 5<W/(x) 
d x  
— [ 5e + 
«7s U?s X JsU)s 
x cvs + \rju)s 
-\eTuJs 
— (e + r ] I )  g  x Jsu^j — — u>se x u>s — -ws£rws. 
Therefore, linear closed loop system is given by 
t/2) = v. (4.20) 
Here, the state feedback control law is 
v  =  L 2 j h ( x )  +  A ( x ) u  
L j h ( x )  +  L g L j h ( x ) u  
— 2 (e (~^s lu,s x Js^sj ~ x — -cvseTo;s + - (e + r j l )  J s  1 ix.(4.21) 
By choosing = y, £2 — V as new states, (4.20) can be written as a state space form 
~ k l ~  0  I  " £ l "  
+ 
0  
* 2 .  0  0  . ( 2 .  I  
(4.22) 
v  
€ 2 J  L 7 J  
(1 
y  =  [ I  Oj 
" £ 2  
Note that the relative degree 7  =  71  +  72  +  73  = 6 < n  =  7. Choose 
(M = 7/. 
From (4.19), the transformation between the new states and x = [a;J, e1, r)]T can be easily 
obtained as following: 
(1 = 6 
(2 — - (e + 77/) u>s (4.23) 
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and 
By (4.24), 
= 2^ + C l )  (2 
f = (1 (4 24) 
t ]  =  ( .  
i  _  .  _  1  t  
C  —  V  —  ~ ~ 2 € U s  
= + (4-25) 
By the transformation (4.23), which is a diffeomorphism on the upper half of the unit sphere 
in R4, i.e., 
B = |(e,7?) G R4 I 77 > o|, 
the following norm form is obtained, 
k i  =  (2 
£ 2  =  v 
( = + 
y =  S i -
it can be verified that 
L g C ( x )  = 0. 
Therefore, setting = 0 in (4.25) results in the zero dynamics (i.e., the dynamics associated 
with the system when the output is identically zero), 
( = 0. (4.2G) 
So, it seems that Ç could be any constant. But by the constraint 
eTe + r j 2  = 1,  
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Ç — 1 follows. So, the zero dynamics is stable. The actual control input is obtained by (4.21) 
and (4.24), 
1_ 1 
u = 2J s [e  + r, I ) - 1  v  + —u)se X u ! s  + —u )s€T<jj s 
4 4 
+ Wg X J sU>s- (4 27) 
Remark 4.1. If the new control law v in (4-21) stabilizes the new system (4-22), then the 
transformation (4-24) shows that the control law u given by (4-27) will stabilize the original 
sg/sfem 
Based on the linearized system (4.22), a stable GPC control law can be designed to accom­
plish 1-hour 90-degree slew maneuver for yaw rotation. The reference trajectory is a sigmoid 
curve. Discretizing the system (4.22) by sampling time, 0.1 second, and transforming it ac­
cording to the procedure in Appendix B, we have the following system: 
((& + !) = A£(fc) + BAv ( k )  
%(t) - C#), 
(4.28) 
where £ ( k )  =  [£i ( k ) ,  £2 (&), vT ( k  -  I ) } 1 .  
A = 
1 0 0 0.1 0 0 0.005 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0.1 0 0 0.005 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0.1 0 0 0.005 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0.1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0.1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0.1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
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B = 
0.005 0 0 
0 0.005 0 
0 0 0.005 
0.1 0 0 
0 0.1 0 
0 0 0.1 
1 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
C = 
" 1  0 0 0 0 0  0  0 0  
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
. 0  0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  
In terms of the new coordinates, choose the cost function, 
J N  =  £ ( k  +  N )  —  w x ( k  +  N )  Q  £ ( k  +  N )  -  w x ( k  +  N )  
N  
+  Y l \ y ( k + Ï Ï  -  w ( k  +  j ) ] r [ y ( k  +  j )  -  w ( k + j ) ]  
j = i 
N  
+  53 x i A v ( k  +  j  -  l)]T[Aw(fc + j  -  1)], 
j=l 
(4.29) 
where N  =  5, A = 1,000,000. Given D p  = 0.0001/, where I  is the identity matrix with a 
proper dimension, the end-point weight matrix Q is computed by the method in section 3.4.1. 
The reference is specified in terms of = e. 
Figure 4.22 shows the tracking of yaw rotation command. The system tracks the desired 
trajectory very well. Figure 4.23 shows the time evolution of Euler parameters. The actual 
control torques in three directions are given in Figure 4.24. During slew maneuver, the clastic 
deformations of the base point of the scan platform in all directions are shown in Figure 
4.25. The maximum elastic deformation appears in the y direction, and is within the pointing 
requirement. 
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Figure 4.22 FLGPC - slew maneuver angle 
4.4.3 Nonlinear dissipative control design 
This subsection will present a passivity-based design of a nonlinear control law for system 
(4.6) to accomplish the desired maneuver following a sigmoid trajectory. This control law uses 
the feedback of the unit quaternion and the measured angular velocities. The performance 
output of interest again is the elastic deformations of the base point at the scan platform 
during the slew maneuver. 
The quaternion feedback has been used in the literature for controlling robotic manip­
ulators and spacecraft control. Reference [43] lists several references about the results on 
the use of quaternion feedback for attitude error representation and automatic control of the 
attitude, including linear and nonlinear, model-dependent and model-independent quaternion-
based control laws. 
In this research, a nonlinear dissipative control law based on quaternion feedback presented 
in [43] is used for comparison as this control law has been proved to be one of the most 
effective globally stabilizing attitude control laws. Consider a model-independent, nonlinear, 
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Figure 4.23 FLGPC - Euler parameters 
quaternion-based control law [43] 
u  
~  ~ 2  [ ( ~ e  +  r l I ) G p  +  —  r j )/] e — Grus, (4.30) 
where Gp and Gr are symmetric positive definite 3x3 matrices, v is a positive scalar, (eT, r/)T 
are  Euler  parameters ,  e represents  the cross  product  operator  matr ix  (def ined in  (2.3)) ,  and I  
is a 3 x 3 identity matrix. Note that this control law essentially is a nonlinear proportional-
and-derivative (PD) control. The following theorem gives the global asymptotic stability of 
the physical equilibrium state of the system. 
Theorem 4.1. [43] Suppose Gp and Gr are symmetric and positive definite, and 0 < Am a x ( G p )  <  
2v, where Amox(-) denotes the largest eigenvalue. Then, 
1. the closed-loop system given by (4-6) and (4-30) has exactly two equilibrium solutions: 
[u?s = e = 0, r] = 1] and [ivs = e = 0, rj = — 1] which represent, the same equilibrium, 
point in the physical space; and 
2. the closed-loop system is globally asymptotically stable. 
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Proof, see [43] Lemma 1 and Theorem 1. • 
For tracking problem, the control law (4.30) is modified as follows: 
u  =  ^  [ ( ~ e  +  V l ) G p  +  z/(l —  y ) I ]  (er — e) — Grus, (4.31) 
where e r  is the reference given in terms of the Euler parameters. 
The control law (4.30) can be generalized to a nonlinear dissipative control law for a class 
of multibody flexible space structures. This control law will be introduced in section 4.5. 
Choose Gr = dm9{90000, 100000, 90000}, Gp = diag{ 15000, 15000, 9000}, and v = 
500000. Simulation results are given in Figures 4.26-4.29. Figure 4.26 is the slew maneuver 
angle, i.e., the ^-direction rotation angle which shows that the closed loop system has an 
excellent tracking ability. Figures 4.27 and 4.28 show the values of the Euler parameters and 
the actual control torques in three directions under the dissipative control law, respectively. 
During the slew maneuver, the elastic deformations of the base point of the scan platform in 
all directions are shown in Figure 4.29. The maximum elastic deformation appears in the y 
direction and is within the pointing requirement. 
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Figure 4.25 FLGPC - elastic deformations of base point 
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4.4.4 Nominal performance comparison 
In this subsection, comparison of the nominal performance of FLGPC and dissipative con­
trol, i.e., the performance when the plant is known exactly, is given. 
Figures 4.22 and 4.26 show that both control laws give satisfactory performance for the 
required maneuver. However, FLGPC provides slightly better results for the Euler parameters, 
ex and ez. Compare Figure 4.23 with Figure 4.27. ex is on the order of 10™11 for FLGPC, while 
10~6 for dissipative control; ey is on the order of 10~12 for FLGPC, while 10~6 for dissipative 
control. Elastic deformations of the base point under both control laws are very similar. 
4.4.5 Robust performance comparison 
As mentioned in Chapter 1, during MPC or GPC's on-line implementation, at each sam­
pling time new measurements from the true plant are obtained as the initial state of the pre­
diction model. Use of actual plant measurements at each time step instead of using predicted 
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output for computing future control offers some inherent robustness to the GPC architecture. 
On the other hand, the dissipative control law given in [43] does not depend on the knowledge 
of system parameters and, therefore, is robust to modelling errors and parametric uncertain­
ties. In this subsection, the robustness of GPC to the urmiodeled nonlinear dynamics, system 
parameter uncertainties, and disturbances is demonstrated by comparing the performances of 
linear GPC, FLGPC, and dissipative control. 
The linear GPC designed in subsection 4.4.1 is based on a linear prediction model in 
which the nonlinear dynamics is ignored and the system parameters are known exactly. Figure 
4.15 shows that the closed-loop system has a slower response in case of slew maneuver when 
compared with the dissipative control, see Figure 4.26. Comparing Figures 4.16 and 4.27 
shows that linear GPC yields slightly larger oscillations in the Euler parameters, ex and ez. 
But this control law is still stable and accomplishes the desired maneuver. Control inputs have 
similar effects on the elastic deformations at the base point of the scan platform and the elastic 
deformations satisfy the pointing requirement, see Figures 4.18 and 4.29. 
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Now, suppose that the moment of inertia, Ixx, Iyy, and Izz, which are the diagonal elements 
in the moment of inertia matrix (4.1), include uncertainties up to 30%. Since dissipative 
control does not depend on the model, it shows robustness to these system uncertainties, 
see Figures 4.38-4.41. Even though the uncertainties almost have no effects on the main 
maneuver for linear GPC and FLGPC (Figures 4.30 and 4.34), other outputs, such as ex and 
ez, are sensitive to the uncertainties, especially FLGPC (Figures 4.31 and 4.35). However, the 
two GPC-based methods still accomplish the required maneuver successfully in the presence 
of system uncertainties. As we see in Figures 4.33, 4.37, and 4.41, the effects on the elastic 
deformations are similar. 
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Next, suppose that the system parameters are all known exactly. But there are some 
disturbances in the input channels. In this case, a pulse disturbance with amplitude 0.5 N-m 
and pulse width 10 sec is applied about y-axis from time instant of 1500 sec. The simulation 
results are given in Figures 4.42-4.53. The maneuver for all three controllers are almost 
unchanged (Figures 4.42, 4.46, and 4.50). FLGPC is more sensitive in ex and ey compared 
with the other two (Figures 4.43, 4.47, and 4.51). Again, the effects on the elastic deformations 
are similar (Figures 4.45, 4.49, and 4.53). 
Remark 4.2. One of the reasons that all controllers tested show similar elastic response in 
the presence of parametric uncertainties and input disturbances is that the coupling of elastic 
and rigid modes is assumed to be only in one direction. A more complex model which shows 
two-way coupling might exhibit different characteristics. 
Remark 4.3. Even though the simulation results demonstrated that GPC-based methods are, 
robust to unmodeled nonlinear dynamics, system parameter uncertainties, a strict mathematical 
treatment of robust stability is still needed for nonlinear system. 
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4.5 Nonlinear dissipative control design for multibody systems 
A set of generic dynamical equations (2.31) for multibody systems was derived in section 
2.4. This section focuses on control of a multibody spacecraft configuration in which a scan 
platform appendage is attached to the central body. The appendage can rotate about the 
y-axis in (os, xs,ys, zs) to accomplish a desired maneuver for achieving science data. The 
configuration is given in Figure 4.54. 
In (2.31), the translational equations and rotational equations are decoupled. Therefore, 
only rotational equations of motion need to be considered to study this problem, and no force 
actuators are used. By the procedure in section 2.4 and Appendix A, the dynamical equations 
of this system can be given as follows: 
M ( x )  x  =  f ( x )  +  g ( x ) u .  (4.32) 
The states are 
x  =  [ u > x i  k>;/i u ) z ,  /3, j 3 ,  e x ,  € y ,  ez, f/] (4.33) 
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and the inputs are 
We = [T,, (4.34) 
where [3 is the relative angle of the appendage with respect to the spacecraft, ^e7 , r^ j = 
[ex, ey, ez, r/]T are the Euler parameters, T = [Tx, Ty, Tz]t are the external torques applied 
on the spacecraft in terms of (Os,Xs,Ys, Zs), and Tp is the torque applied by the joint actuators 
at Ob and is about the y-axis in the frame (Ob,Xb,Yb,Zb). M(x), f(x), g(x) are defined by 
(A.89), (A.92), (A.93), respectively. (See equation (2.31) for the details). Note that this system 
is autonomous, i.e., the functions M, /, g do not depend explicitly on t. The model given 
by (2.8) is used to calculate the elastic deformation at the base point of scan platform. The 
model includes 30 elastic modes, 
xe — -H 13gUg 
He ~ Cexe, (4.35) 
where the state vector is given by 
X e  =  [r?l, 771, 7/2, 7)2, •••, 7730, 7730F, 
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the input to the elastic model is given by 
«e = [T%, T, - Tp, T,]^, 
and the outputs are given by 
Ve — \f>t-xe, Ôxei ^ye, ^ye, ®zei ®ze] • 
In this system, the scan platform is modeled as a point mass connected to the central 
body by a massless rigid rod. The mass of the scan platform is 1300 kg, and the length of 
the rod is 1 m. The position vector of the connection point Of,, in frame (Os, Xs, Ys, Zs), is 
[-0.2320, -0.9820, 0]^. 
4.5.1 Dynamical model verification 
Before using the model (4.32) for dynamic analysis and control design, it is verified by 
using alternate modeling tool, namely, SirnMechanics. SirnMechanics, a toolbox in Matlab, is 
a block diagram modeling environment for the engineering design and simulation of rigid body 
machines and their motions, using the standard Newtonian dynamics. With SirnMechanics, 
one can model and simulate multibody mechanical systems. A mechanical system can be repre­
sented by a connected block diagram, like other Simulink models, and hierarchical subsystems 
can be incorporated. The visualization tools of SirnMechanics display and animate simplified 
representations of 3-D machines, before and during simulation, using the MATLAB Graphics 
system. Two sample cases used to verify the analytical model are listed below. 
Case 1. In this case, a pulse signal, with amplitude of 200 and pulse width of 5 seconds, 
is used as an external torque to the spacecraft about y-axis. The system is simulated in open 
loop configuration. Figure 4.55 shows the SirnMechanics block diagram. Figure 4.56 shows the 
comparison of the absolute angular velocity of the spacecraft. Figure 4.57 is the comparison 
of the relative angle and the relative angular velocity of the scan platform. 
Case 2. In this case, a pulse signal, with amplitude of 5 and pulse width of 5 seconds, is 
used as the joint actuator torque to the scan platform. Figure 4.58 shows the SirnMechanics 
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Figure 4.55 SirnMechanics model for case 1 
block diagram and Figure 4.59 shows the comparison of the absolute angular velocity of the 
spacecraft. Figure 4.60 gives the comparison of the relative angle and the relative angular 
velocity of the scan platform. 
In both cases, the simulations show that the model (4.32) gives the same results as Sirn­
Mechanics, and therefore, has good fidelity. 
4.5.2 Nonlinear dissipative control design 
In this subsection, the control law (4.30) is generalized to a nonlinear dissipative control 
law for a class of multibody flexible space structures. The term "dissipative controllers" is used 
to denote the controllers, which result in dissipation of the systems' energy in closed-loop. 
Consider the control law given in [50; 51], 
u = —Gpp — Gryr, (4.36) 
where p = (eT, j3)T, yr = (uT, /3)T. Gp and Gr are symmetric positive definite 4x4 matrices 
and Gp is given by 
Gp = diag j- [(—5 + r)I)Gp\ + v{\ — rj)I], Gp21, 
where u is a positive scalar, (eT, r/)7' are the Euler parameters, e represents the cross product 
operator matrix (defined in (2.3)), I is a 3 x 3 identity matrix, Gp 1 is a 3 x 3 symmetric 
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Figure 4.56 Absolute angular velocity of spacecraft in case 1 
positive definite matrices, and Gp2 is a positive scalar. Note that this control law is essentially 
a nonlinear proportional-and-derivative (PD) control. 
In [50; 51], it is proven that under certain conditions, the closed-loop system given by (4.32) 
and (4.36) has exactly two equilibrium solutions, which correspond to the same equilibrium 
point in the physical space and the closed-loop system is globally asymptotically stable. The 
stability proof uses Lyapunov's method and LaSalle's invariance principle. The result is given 
in the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.2. [50; 51] Suppose G p \ ,  Gp2, and G r  are symmetric and, positive definite, and 
0 < Amax(Gpi) < 2v, where Amax(-) denotes the largest eigenvalue. Then 
1. the closed-loop system given by (4.32) and (4-36) has exactly two equilibrium solutions: 
[a>s = f3 = $ = e = 0, rj = 1] and [(vs = /3 = /3 = e = 0, r] = — 1] which represent the 
same equilibrium point in the physical space; and 
2. the closed-loop system is globally asymptotically stable. 
Proof, see [50] Lemma 1 and Theorem 4.2 in section 4.3. • 
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For tracking problem, the control law is modified to 
u = Gp(pd  — p) — G ry r ,  
where pd  - [ej, Pd]T specify the desired trajectories. In the slew maneuver, the spacecraft 
will follow a sigmoid trajectory and the scan platform will keep the relative angle zero with 
respect to the spacecraft. 
Choose the control parameters as follows: G r  = diag{ 90000 100000 90000 9000}, 
Gpi = diag{ 15000 15000 9000}, Gp2 — 9000 and 1; = 500000. Figure 4.61 shows tracking 
of the desired slew maneuver, i.e., the y rotation angle. It shows that the system follows the 
desired trajectory successfully. The relative angle and the relative angular velocity of the scan 
platform go to zero in steady state, see Figure 4.62. Figures 4.63 and 4.64 show the values of 
the Euler parameters and the actual control torques in three directions under the dissipative 
control law, respectively. During the slew maneuver, the elastic deformations at the base 
point of the scan platform in all directions are shown in Figure 4.65. The maximum elastic 
deformation appears in the y direction and satisfies the pointing requirement. 
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4.6 Remarks 
This chapter addressed the problem of controlling the flexible space structure to accomplish 
the desired maneuver, a 1-hour 90-degree slew maneuver for yaw maneuver, without destabi­
lizing the elastic modes. A stable Reconfigurable GPC (RGPC) methodology, developed in 
Chapter 3, was applied to the flexible linear model. In the presence of torque actuator failures, 
the thrusters were shown to compensate for the loss of control by driving the system to the de­
sired trajectory after reconfiguration. A linear GPC, a feedback linearization based nonlinear 
GPC (FLGPC), and a nonlinear dissipative control were designed for the flexible single body 
structures. FLGPC yielded a better nominal performance but is more sensitive to the sys­
tem parameter uncertainties and disturbances. Both GPC based methods were demonstrated 
to be robustly stable and resulted in a satisfactory performance compared with the dissipa­
tive control. The unmodeled nonlinear dynamics, system parameter uncertainties, and input 
disturbances seem to have similar effects on the elastic deformation at the base of the scan 
platform. For a spacecraft configuration with a scan platform, the model derived in Chapter 
2 was verified using SirnMechanics tool box in Matlab. A dissipative control law was designed 
for the flexible space structure to accomplish the desired maneuver successfully. In all of the 
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controller cases, the elastic deformations at the base of the scan platform satisfied the pointing 
requirement. The simulation results showed that both GPC and dissipative control arc viable 
control strategies for control of flexible space structures like JIMO. Both of them can give good 
performance and robust stability for flexible spacecraft control. Moreover, RGPC can be very 
effective in case of actuator saturation and/or failures. 
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter is intended to highlight the contributions of the research and provides con­
cluding remarks on various results presented throughout this thesis. 
5.1 Main research contributions 
The primary contribution of this research is the development of stable GPC paradigm and 
its application to a realistic flexible spacecraft. Other highlights of the research include devel­
opment of a comprehensive simulation model and comparison of GPC design to other potential 
candidate nonlinear control designs for performance and robustness. Another noteworthy con­
tribution is the novel extension of GPC to feedback linearization-based GPC architecture for 
nonlinear system. 
5.2 Summary of results 
A chapter wise summary of the results and associated concluding remarks are presented 
next. 
In the development of mathematical model for flexible multibody spacecraft it is assumed 
that the elastic deformation is in the linear range, and the rigid mode dynamics effects elas­
tic mode dynamics only through the control input which is computed based on rigid motion 
feedback. Based on these assumptions, the rigid motion equations and elastic equations were 
derived independently. For rigid motions, both linear and nonlinear models of single body 
as well as multibody space structure were developed. Euler parameters were introduced for 
attitude representation. In the development of the model for multibody structures, a judi­
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cious choice of coordinate systems made effective decoupling of translational and rotational 
dynamics. A fundamental equation for a system of rigid bodies was used to deal with the 
quasi-velocities. For a single body as well as multibody flexible space structure, approximate 
dynamic models were obtained by superposition of linear elastic motion on the rigid body 
motion. 
In Chapter 3, a comprehensive development of the basic GPC control architecture for 
MIMO systems was presented. Stability of GPC based on end-point state weighting was 
presented as a basis for establishing stability of a novel reconfigurable GPC control architecture. 
A method was given to compute the desired end-point state from the desired output. This 
method guaranteed the zero steady state error. A Fake Algebraic Riccati Equation (FARE) 
method and a constrained nonlinear optimization problem were developed for the synthesis 
of state weighting matrix Q. This made this formulation more practical. The former is 
more general than ones given in most literature. The stability conditions for a reconfiguration 
scheme were presented. The numerical simulation using a short-period approximation model of 
a civil transport aircraft was used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed GPC-based 
reconfiguration methodology. 
Chapter 4 focused on the control design. The problem of controlling the flexible space 
structure to accomplish the desired maneuver, a 1-hour 90-degree slew maneuver for yaw rota­
tion, without destabilizing the elastic modes was addressed. The modal analysis results were 
presented and the elastic model for the JIMO system was developed. The stable Reconfigurable 
GPC (RGPC) methodology developed in Chapter 3 was applied to the flexible linear model. 
The reconfiguration capability of the controller was demonstrated using the scenario where 
the primary torque actuators fail and redundant thruster actuators are used to accomplish the 
desired slew maneuver. To reduce the the computational burden of the on-line optimization 
of GPC, a nonlinear single body system was transformed to a linear system through feedback 
linearization. A new quadratic cost function was used. It was shown that the traditional 
GPC architecture applied to feedback linearized system can yield an excellent performance for 
a nonlinear plant. This methodology was named as a feedback linearization based nonlinear 
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GPC (FLGPC). For a nonlinear single body system, a linear GPC (GPC design based on a 
linear prediction model), and a nonlinear dissipative control were also designed. For the three 
control laws, nominal performances and robust performances are compared in the presence of 
the unmodeled nonlinear dynamics, system parameter uncertainties, and input disturbances. 
The linear GPC provided a robust performance, which demonstrated the inherent robustness 
of GPC. FLGPC yielded the best nominal performance, but it was more sensitive to the sys­
tem parameter uncertainties and input disturbances. The simulation results showed that the 
effects of unmodeled dynamics, system parameter uncertainties, and input disturbances on the 
elastic deformations at the base point were similar. Lastly, a stable control law was designed 
for a flexible multibody structure, a spacecraft with a scan platform appendage. The model 
of multibody system derived in Chapter 2, was verified using SirnMechanics, a standard tool­
box in Matlab. A dissipative control law was designed to drive this flexible multibody space 
structure to accomplish the desired maneuver successfully. In all of the cases, the elastic defor­
mations of the base point satisfied the pointing requirements. The simulation results showed 
that both GPC and dissipative control are viable control strategies for control of flexible space 
structures like JIMO. Both of these control paradigms can give good performance and robust 
stability for flexible spacecraft control. However, GPC can also offer additional benefit when 
used in RGPC configuration. RGPC architecture of GPC can be very effective in the case of 
commonly occurring faults such as actuator saturation and/or failures. 
5.3 Future research 
Although there has been huge amounts of literatures on the modeling and control of flexible 
space structures as well as generalized predictive control, there still remain lots of unexplored 
territories for advancing this research to next level. Given below is the list of potential topics 
for future research: 
Modeling: In the area of modeling much work is needed to develop an efficient modeling 
paradigm that can allow easy addition and/or deletion of bodies to the system. The modeling 
of coupling dynamics between elastic and rigid motion is not completely explored. A technique 
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to systematically choose and retain the coupling terms that have significant impact does not 
exist. Also linearization of complex multibody nonlinear dynamics from complex computer 
code is not easy and better methods need to be developed to systematize that process. 
GPC and RGPC: There exists compelling evidence that GPC offers a very effective control 
methodology for nonlinear multibody systems. However, the analysis and synthesis techniques 
for GPC are not advanced enough for nonlinear systems. The great advantage of GPC method­
ology is that it allows inclusion of real-life hard constraints on actuators in the design and 
implementation of controller. Also, extension of Reconfigurable GPC ( RGPC) to nonlinear 
systems is also logical next step in this research. 
In summary, the work presented in this thesis has pushed the frontiers of GPC control to 
next level and has given impetus for furthering this research by providing new directions. 
I l l  
APPENDIX A. MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR MULTIBODY 
SYSTEMS 
Recall that rcm, pi are chosen as the generalized coordinates and is quasi-velocity. From 
Figure 2.4, we can easily have the following equations 
f s — f cm T c j 
s — Ï" cm + 
Tai = rcm + rc + jRfrin + RliVgi, i = 1,2, • • • ,n, 
and 
Also, the position of the center of the mass of entire system, rcm, satisfies 
M + ^  mfc j rcm = Mrs + ^  rriira 
yM + 53 mfcj T-cm = Mrs + ^  miïai-
Plugging equations (A.l) and (A.3) into the right side of (A.5), we have 
TV = 
m + £k mk 
m, 
and 
(A.l) 
(A-2) 
(A-3) 
ai — Tcm ^c Rg ^bi Rs ^bi R-s Rbi^*gi Rs Rbi^gi ^bigii ^ — li 2, • • • , 71. (A.4) 
(A.5) 
(A.G) 
(A-?) 
rr = — 1 Y, [(^rrbi + Rfrhi + R^R&rgi + RjR^rgi + m»] . (A.8) 
A* + Efe"ifc i 
Now, apply Lagrange's equation (2.27) to rcm. Then 
d / ar / ar ^ 
di V dr drc 
=  r i f ,  
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where F is the external force applied on the central body. Generally, it is convenient to specify 
F in terms of (Os, Xa, Ys, Zs)\ for example, the force generated by thrusters in the spacecraft. 
The kinetic energy, t, is given by (2.26). Therefore, 
8t 
df crn 
ot 
9v cm 
= 0, 
= Mr • t dr.» 
d r £ m,r T drai i' ai cm 
n  
dïr 
= MrJ + 52 
= M + E: • , t  c m  '  
i=1 
The last equality follows from equation (A.2). Let 
Ï* cm, — 
Then Lagrange's equation gives 
M + E m, 
i=1 
= r j f .  (A-9) 
Let 
u>, = 
^.T 
U/jj 
Since uj s is quasi-velocity, we apply the fundamental equation for a system of rigid bodies 
(2.29) to ujs. Suppose that there are n appendages attached to the central body and let i = 0 
represent the central body. Then, in equation (2.29), m — 3, and u\ = u)x, «2 — uy, and 
u3 = lo z .  
Note, for a rigid body, the relative derivatives r% and rgi are both zeros. Then, equation 
(A.8) becomes 
v r  — 
-  £  [ ( X  r b i  + R^rgi + RjRTbirgi) mJ . 
/  .  ?„ Tit t» L \ / J M + Ek mk , 
(A.10) 
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Recall the cross-product operator (•) defined in (2.3). Then, by definition [30], 
Rs — u)s Rs (A.11) 
and 
So, 
R-bi — (Rbi^ /3i) Rbi i ^ — 1)2, ,n. (A-12) 
(A. 13) 
and 
Let y be a vector. Then, 
Rbi — Rbi{Rbi^fii) i ?' — 1; 2, " • ' , fl. 
• T 
Rg i^s x y) 
= —Rs {y x ujs) 
= -rjyug 
(A.14) 
(A.15) 
and 
r-biv = rl i(rbiupi)y 
— RbiyRt,iU>3U i = 1,2, • • •, h. (A.16) 
Therefore, 
where 
1 
TV = 
M + Efc mk v2 ,  
^ = 71 Rgrbiu>s + Rg(Rbirgi)u)s + R's RbirgiRbiuj0i ) m, 
Let 
7 = E hi 'ru + rj ir^rgi)  ) mz 
(A.17) 
(A.18) 
(A.19) 
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Then, 
7  =  £  ( R J a r b i  +  R l { R l , r g i )  +  R l ' ( R J b i r g t ) ) m ,  
= £ ri 'wsru + r[u s(r^rgi)  + r i  {r l b l{rb iu:m)rg j)  ) m 
Therefore, 7^ and onj defined in (2.28) can be calculated by 
and 
Similarly, 
and 
and 
1 
7oi 
drs _ drc _ 
^ M + 7 
1 
7oi 
m + 52k r nk 7 
1 
0 
0 
702 
"âï dujy m + j2k mk 7 
0 
1 
0 
702 
1 
M + J2krnk 7 
0 
1 
0 
703 = 
dr.s drc _ 1 
du:z M + J2kmk 
7 
0 
0 
1 
703 
1 
m+ y2kmk 7 
0 
0 
1 
(A.20) 
(A.21) 
(A.22) 
(A.23) 
(A.24) 
(A.25) 
(A.2G) 
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and 
Similarly, 
and 
and 
«01 = 
<9w,, 
1 
0 
0 
1 1 
Q01 = Us X 0 — Us 0 
0 0 
a 02 
dus  
0 
1 
0 
0 0 
602 = us X 1 = Wg 1 
0 0 
a 03 = du s 
0 0 
«03 = Us x 0 = Us 0 
1 1 
(A.27) 
(A.28) 
(A.29) 
(A.30) 
(A.31) 
(A.32) 
For a rigid body, = 0 and rgi = 0. Substituting (A.10), (A. 15), (A. 16) into (A.4), we 
have 
ai = ï'cm ~i~ ^ V2 71" i ; ^ — 1 j 2, • • • , 71, (A.3,5) 
M + J2k mk 
where y2 is defined by (A.18) and 
7 T j  —  R s  r f o U i g  +  - R s  ( R b i r g i ) u s  + Rs R^r^RhiU^i. (A.34) 
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Now, we can calculate for i — 1, 2, • • •, ?i, 
and 
where 
Similarly, 
and 
and 
i 
M + Ek mk 
7 - r ,  
7ii 
1 
M + Efc mk 7 - r ,  
l 
o 
0 
Ti = R J srb i  + R7 s  (R^rgi) ,  
g i )  
7i2 = 
drn 1 
duly \M + Ekmk 
7 - r ,  
0 
1 
0 
7,2 
1 
7i3 = 
m  +  e k m k  
1 
7 - r ,  
0 
1 
0 
#Wz + 7 
7(3 = 1 
M  +  E k m k  
7 - r ,  
0 
0 
1 
(A.35) 
(A.37) 
(A.38) 
(A.3D) 
(A.40) 
(A.41) 
(A.42) 
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and 
Similarly, 
and 
and 
«il = "T; = k-bi  
OW.T 
«il — ( Rbi ~t~ Uai X Rbi 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
— ( (Rbi^ (3i) Rbi Um Rbi 
1 
0 
0 
#Wai p Oti2 — -5 = Rbi 
0 
1 
0 
ôli2 — ( (rbiu/3i)rbi  ua irb 
0 
1 
0 
Ûi3 = "S = rb 
OW, 
0 
0 
1 
cx-i ' i  — ^ (rbiuf3i)rbi  + ua irbi j  
0 
0 
1 
For the kinetic energy defined by (2.26), 
8t 
u 
— dT_ _9T dT 
()us 
(A.43) 
(A.44) 
(A.45) 
(A.40) 
(A.47) 
(A.48) 
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" 1=1 1=1 
n  i  n  ,  i  
= "fJ. + g ^ M + E.mJ + g (,M + Etm,;7 ' r' 
= + ^ LtSjkpîL,, _ ±m i^ l t i .  
1=1 ^ k  i= 1 
By equations (A.6), (A.33), and 
n 
7 = 5Zmiri' (A.49) 
i=l 
we have 
arr-T n n  z 1 \ T 
ol t  -» x—^ t -, ^ . T x—•< / . 1 
= Js + ^w^JaiiÎ6i + r^7-^mi (fcm + —p=——V2-TTj) T  m  u ,  ,  c m ,   ^  w ,  M  +  
2=1 2=1 
n 1 
= 8 + 52wliJaiRbi - A/T,sr y2 7 + £rn,,7rfri. (A.50) Î=1 +  -^A- mk i = l  
Note that there are no rcm and rcm terms in (A.50). 
For further derivation, first calculate the following items. For TTj defined in (A.34), we have 
dir.-,  
- j j- — + R s  Ri ) irgiRi )iûj3i + Riti,  (A.51) 
where 
r-ki  = 
R s  ^ sfbiUs + R s  ug^RfaVgi)u>s + R s  (Rfo^Rfriu}f3i)rgi)ujs + R s  u> sRb irgiRi^upi 
rs rfji{rbiuf)i)fgirbi^f3i ~ r-s rbi^ gi(rbi^ Pi) rbi1-^ pi • (A.o2) 
Similarly, using (A. 13), (A.14), and (A.12), 
d t  lûs + 53 (RlRbj r9jRbj'mj^0j) + RV2 ,  (A.53) 
3 
where 
RV2  = 
>T 53 ( ^sfbjug + rg u}s^r^rgj)uig + -Rs (rfr j irbju)pj)rgj)ujg + /2S u>gr^rg jrbjupj  
j  
+RS  Rfrj(RbjUgj)rgjRbju:pj — R s  Rbj rgj(RbjUpj)RbjUpj^j mj] 
=  5 3  ( R * j )  m j -  (A.54) 
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By (A.50) and (A.49), 
\ 1 /_,T 
dt V du s  
Let 
y, / « \ / ., \ T 
dt (J'"' + g m  + Y. t m k  it V2V + it (g"""' r'J <A"r 
d v i  
~ 
d  
'  j ,v ,  + £  rljai^al]  .  dt dt . . ,  .  \ 2 = 1 / 
By (A.14) and (A.12), 
+ 53 RbiJaiRbi^j ùs + 53 RbiJaiRbiÛ/3i + RV 3, (A.56) 
where 
n 
RV3 = 53 Rbi (^{Rbi^j3i) Jai ~ Jai{Rbi^U0{ . (A.t)7) 
i=1 
Similarly, 
dV4  1 d / T  nï'  (v^)' dt M + Ekmk dt 
1 . T . ,  1 
"2  -7TV2 + ^ _ 7T^  M + Y,kmk M + J2kmk 
M + km,.7'7"- + M + k mt7 "  Z  +  H V ^ A . S S )  
where 
 ^
+ MTk^fV" (A'5!,) 
where 7 ,  7 ,  and RV2 are calculated by (A.19), (A.20), and (A.54), respectively. 
^5 i (!>-• r-f 
n 
, r n 
= 53 TTi + 53 mzrf 
2=1 2=1 
n n 
= 53 mir? + 53 miri RbirgiRbiûpi + RVa, (A.60) 
i=1 i—1 
where 
n 
• T 
W5 = £ (%) + 53 rrnti TTi, (A.61) 
i=l i=l 
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where I\, f1,, and Rir, arc given by (A.37), (A.38), and (A.52), respectively. 
Now, we can apply the fundamental equation (2.29). Suppose F = [Fx ,  Fy ,  F z\1  and 
T = [Tx.Ty^Tz]1 are the external force and torque applied on the central body in terms of 
(Os, XS,YS, Zs), and Tp\ is the torque applied by the joint actuator at point ()/„ and is along 
the y-axis in terms of (Obi, Xbi,Ybi, Zbi). Then, equation (2.29) gives 
d  / j r  
dt \duj s  
= S4 
+£ 
i=i 
701 
702 
703 
T 
ail 
Fx  
h
o
 S
 t x  
Fy T «02  < Ty 
F z  T «03 t z  
-T.* 
i= 1 
0 
tpi  
0 
a-i2 
T 
0 
Tf3i 
0 
where 
S4 — S5 + 
ujj sà 01 ai&il 
u>Jj sà 02 + Et (A.G3) 
U)Jjsà 03 £i ^ ai'Jai&ii 
and 
S, = 
M + J2k mk 
1 1 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 - Ei mii-lit t 1 
0 0 
0 0 
(jvirj-y + J2i rni'f'ai'y) 0 0 
1 1 
(A.G2) 
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Here, the relations, which follows equation (A.49), 
7 
(A.G4) 
(A.G5) 
and 
t t t i t t i  ( A M )  V2 = E' 
i 
have been used. Again, note that there is no rcm and rc m  terms in (A.64). Then by (A.55), 
we have 
d / ar 
dt \du) s  
dV3  dV 4 dV r> 
dt dt dt 
/  n  i  n  \  
= (•>» + E M + + g m-r'r-) "• 
E 
i= 1 
R-bi^ai Rbi 
1 
7Z  / / '  Ri,rg iIlh irn ;  + vriiTjRa  R^rg iRb i  ) w# 
M + Ylk mk 
+(RV3 - RVa + flVs) 
ùs 
fix 
A 
fh 
A 
f i n  
f i n  
=  + E l  + (A.67) 
where 
Si = 
0 0 0 
Alo 0 A^i(:,2) 0 A<2(:,2) -- 0 Af»(:,2) 
0 0 0 
(A.68) 
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and 
J-\ = RV 3 — RV 4 + RV 5. 
In (A.68), 
Mo — J s +  ^  ^  Rbi"JaiRbi, 
1 
i= l  
M + Efc 
7 7 • Y. m V ' V 
i= I 
and 
•M. i — R i, , J ai Rbi 
1 
m  U  M  +  E t m t  
Combine (A.62) and (A.67), we have 
Wj 
/?! 
A 
À 
A 
7 TRTRl irg iRb imi + miT[Ra  Rb irg iRb i .  
k 
— —J~\ + ^4 + 
Fx 
fy  
Fz 
Tx 
Ty 
Tz 
tpx 
To-tin 
where 
Sr = 
where, for i — 1, 2, • • •, n, 
7oi "01 
702 «02 
703 «03 
P i ( : , 2 )  . . .  P ^ ( : , 2 )  
f 
«H T «01 
\ 
Vi = 
«12 -
T 
«02 
X . "13 „ 
T 
«03 / 
(A.C9) 
(A.70) 
(A.71) 
(A.72) 
(A.73) 
Next, we apply the Lagrange's equation (2.27) to A, i = 1, 2, • - •, n. Consider the kinetic 
energy given in (2.26). Define 
T\ = \Mr1rs + ]- ^mir^fai. 
i=\ 
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By (A.2), (A.17), and (A.33), we have 
1 1 J1 
T\ = -Mr^ (rcm + rc) +-^mirll{rcm,+rc-'Ki) 
1  z  i=i  
i f  n  \  \f  7 1  A i n  
=  9  (  M r l  +  5 3  ) r c m  +  ^ [  +  5 3  J  r c  ~  ^  5 3  m '  +  ' h c ~  ttz) 7 TTz. 
/= !  1=1 Z=1 
By plugging in (A.6) and the identity 
53 mi-rri = V2= + 53 mkj rc, 
i= l 
we have 
Tl = I fM + 53mfc) i'lnrcm + \j2rni7rf7Tl - i (M + 53 r rc. 
Z=1 
Therefore, 
Hence, 
1 1 n 
T  =  T i  +  - C u f f  J S US + - 53 al^al • 
1=1 
d t  dl i  |  t  j  9tv s  |  t  t  du!a i  
w,  +h 
±m,*7%2- M + £ 
Z=1 % \ 
_ i . t1 9rc |  ^ T j duai 
k  m T c  9 A  +  ^ T '  
Note, by (A.34), 
Ô7H 
% 0, 
t  
(A.74) 
if I ^ i. 
Also, we can easily obtain 
and 
dUJgl  
dV 2 dTTi 
oRm d(5i  w/9i) ' i  — i  
0 ,  2 /  Z f i .  
(A.75) 
(A.76) 
Substituting (A.17), (A.74), (A.75), and (A.76) into the above equation, we have, for i — 
1,2, • • • ,n, 
m, <9T _ T d-ki  
% " " Af + % % (A. 77) 
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Similarly, wc have 
dT 
% 
— 771j7Tj tdtt i  rrii T dit i  r  j  p v  2 t jr  + uaijaik-bi  • 
9A hi 
rrij 
— 1 tnj t t i  
M + Et 
V2 ) Jig Rb irg iRb i  + u>n iJa ,R l n  
0 
1 
0 
Therefore, 
d j dT 
I % 0 1 0 Rbi"JaiÙai ~t~ UaiJai-Rhi 
0 
1 
0 
+ m,7Ti -
rrii 
m + Efc ™k 
T 
V 2 )  R T s R T b l r g i R b l  
+ rri i t t i  
mi  
M + Efc mk 
T 
V 2 )  R s R b i r g i R b i  
0 
1 
0 
+ ( mitci  - —— v 2 ]  r ^ r u f g i r b i  
m +  e k m k  
0 
1 
0 
+ tui t t i  ~ 
rrii 
M + Efc mk 
y 2) r t srl i fg irbi  
0 
1 
0 
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By (2.24), (A.13), (A.14), (A.12), (A.53), and (A.51), wc have 
0JS 
À 
À 
Ai 
pn 
where 
and 
where 
If i = I 
d /#r 
= Eo + -7-2, i = 1,2, • • •, n, 
A^o 0 Wli(:,2) 0 Wl2(:,2) 0 AT^(:,2) 
A/20 0 A/*2i(:, 2) 0 A22O, 2) 0 A/gn(:, 2) 
A4m 0 A4,i(:,2) 0 A4,s(:,2) --- 0 A4,n(:,2) 
fi = 
i?Ti 
A/io = 
+ 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
Rbi J ai Rbi 
rs 
mi 
M + £fc mfc 7 
fiîi (rbirgi) 
A/iz = 
+ 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
Rbi J ai Rbi 
Rbi r» 
rrii 
rtrlirglrblmi 
'
M + J2kmk 
Rbi (^Rbirgij RsmtRs RbirgiRb 
and if i ^ I, 
nu = 0 1 0 
rrii 
M + Efc mfc 
rï rbirgirbimi. 
(A.78) 
(A.79) 
(A.80) 
(A.81) 
(A.82) 
(A.83) 
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RT, = -
+ 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
Rbi"^ ai{Rbi^ f3i)^ ai, ^ai'Jai(RbiU fti) Rbi 
0 
1 
0 
T 
Rbi Rbir9t R« m< (R*i) ~ 
rrii 
M + 12k mk 
0 
RV; 
+ rriiTTi -
rrii 
+ rriitti -
M + J2k rnk 
rrii 
V2 ) Rj<jJsRbir9iRbi 1 
0 
m+ j2kmk 
T 
V 2) RlRbi( Rbi U/3i)rgi Rb 
rrii 
— m,;7T?; - v 2 )  r j s r ï i r g i { r b i ^ 0 i ) r b i  
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
By the standard Lagrange's equation (2.27), we have 
^ \ aâ 7 % 
= tpi-
Then 
#r 
= —F2 + -r- + Tpi, i = 1,2, • • •, n .  
opi 
(A.84) 
(A.85) 
us 
À 
h 
t h 
Let [eT, 77]T be the Euler parameter vector (the unit quaternion) for the central body. 
Then, the kinematic differential equations for the Euler parameters are given by [30], 
' ê x  
1 1 
-e x u?s + 
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V  —  ~ 2 e  ^ s - (A.86) 
In terms of the Euler parameters, the rotation matrix Rs can be expressed as 
R s  —  ( l  —  2 e T e ^  1 3 x 3  +  2 e e ^  —  2 r j e ,  (A.87) 
where /3X3 is 3 x 3 identity matrix, and (•) is defined in (2.3). 
Finally, combine (A.9), (A.72), (A.85) and (A.86). The system dynamics is written as 
M ( x ) x  =  f ( x )  + g ( x ) u ,  (A.88) 
where 
M ( x )  =  
Vi 
V2  
1 4x4 
Vi 
M + 
V2  = 
M + Y,mk 
M + £ mA: 
Si 
0 0 0 1 0  -  0 0 0  
S2(l,=) 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0  -  0  
^2(2,:) 
0 0 0 0 0  -  - 0 1 0  
Z2(^, :) 
(A.89) 
(A.90) 
(A.91) 
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y 
o 
o 
-f, + 24 
À 
02 
-fh(2,:) + 
(A.92) 
-^b(M, :) + ^ 
x us + \rjus 
-heTvs 
91 
S6 
92  
°4x3 04x(n+3) 
Olx3 
7 T 1  
91 
Aj(l,=) 
Olx3 
Af(2,:) 
0lx3 
Af(3,:) 
(A.93) 
(A.94) 
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9  2 
0  0  0  0  0 - 0  
0  0  0  1  0 - 0  
O  O  O  O  O  . . .  o  
0  0  0  0  1 - 0  
0  0  0  0  0 - 0  
0  0  0  0  0 - 1  
(A.95) 
The state vector is defined as 
a: = [i,i, ?/, z, z,A,À, ' " , A, A, Gi, 7/]^ (A.96) 
and the input is 
u  —  [ F x ,  F y ,  F z , T x , T y , T z , T p i ,  •  •  •, Tpn}7 , (A.97) 
where A is the relative angle of the ith appendage with respect to the spacecraft, and [eT, rj]r = 
[ex, ey, ez, rj\T are the Euler parameters, F — [Fx, Fy, Fz]7 and T = [Tx, Ty, Tz}q are 
the external force and torque applied on the central body in terms of (Os, Xs, Ys, Z„), and 
Tj3i is the torque applied by the joint actuators at Obi, and is along the y-axis in terms of 
(Obi, Xbi,Ybi, Zbi)- Now, we can use any ODE solver to simulate the system (A.88). 
Remark A.l. Note that there are no rcm and rcm terms in (A.50) and (A.64). Hence, 
from (2.29), (A.50), and (A.64), we can see that the translational and rotational dynamics are 
decoupled. 
Summarizing the above derivation, we have the following procedures: 
• For M ( x ): given the state x  defined by (A.96), 
1. Calculate the rotation matrices and Rs by (2.25) and (A.87), i = 1 
2. Calculate 7 and by (A. 19) and (A.37), i = 1, • • - ,n; 
3. Calculate Mo and Mi by (A.70) and (A.71), i = 1, • • • ,n; 
4. Form the matrix 2% by (A.68); 
? 1 ,V1 
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5. Calculate Mo and Mij by (A.81), (A.82), and (A.83), i = 1, • • • , n, j = !,•••, n; 
6. Form the matrix by (A.79); 
7. Form the matrix M ( x ) by (A.89). 
• For f ( x )  and g { x ) :  given the state x  defined by (A.96), 
1. Calculate the rotation matrices R^ and Rs by (2.25) and (A.87), and the matrix 
~d&r ' ^ — i' • • • 'n; 
2. Calculate 7, 7, T.,; and by (A.19), (A.20), (A.37) and (A.38), i — 1, • • •, n; 
3. Calculate 7.^, 7^, cty, and àij by (A.21), (A.23), (A.25), (A.35), (A.39), (A.41), 
(A.22), (A.24), (A.2G), (A.36), (A.40), (A.42), (A.27), (A.29), (A.31), (A.43), (A.45), 
(A.47), (A.28), (A.30), (A.32), (A.44), (A.46), (A.48), for i = 0,1, - - - ,n, j = 1,2,3; 
4. Calculate 7r* and R-kj by (A.34) and (A.52), i = 1, • • •, n; 
5. Calculate RV3, V2, RVRV4, and RV5 by (A.57), (A.18), (A.54) (A.59), and 
(A.61); 
6. Calculate by (A.69); 
7. Calculate by (A.74), i = 1, • • •, n; 
8. Calculate J^, RTi by (A.77) and (A.84), i = 1, • • • ,n; 
9. Form the matrix Ti by (A.80); 
10. Calculate X4 by (A.63); 
11. Form the matrix f ( x )  by (A.92); 
12. Calculate 2g by (A.73); 
13. Form the matrix g ( x )  by (A.93). 
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APPENDIX B. SYSTEM TRANSFORMATION 
Consider a MIMO LTI system with p  inputs and q  outputs. 
x ( k  + 1 )  =  A x ( k )  +  B u ( k )  
y { k )  —  C x ( k )  +  D u ( k ) ,  (B.l) 
where u  is input and y  is output. Let H ( z )  denote the transfer function matrix from u ( k )  to 
y(k). Then, 
y(z) -
where H ( z )  has the realization 
H  
-
A B  
C  D  
Now, let T ( z )  be the transfer function matrix from Au ( k )  to u ( k ) ,  i.e., 
=T(z)Af7(z), 
where T ( z )  is p  x p  transfer matrix and has the form: 
Tfz) -
1  — Z  
1  - z - 1  pxp 
Then, T ( z )  has a realization 
T  =  
AA B A  I p x p  I p x p  
Ca D A  I p x p  I p x p  
(B.2) 
(B.3) 
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and the state 
XA(IÎ )  —  u ( k  -  1 ) .  
Now, let H & ( z )  denote the system with input Au ( k ) ,  output y ( k ) ,  and having following 
state-space form, 
x ( k  +  1 )  =  A x { k )  +  B A u ( k )  
y ( k )  =  C x ( k )  +  D A u ( k ) .  
Then, 
y(z) - #(z)T(z)A(7(z) 
= gA(z)A[/(A;). 
So, H & ( z )  has the realization 
H a = 
and the new state is 
A  B  
C  D  
0 AA 
C  D C  A 
/  B D A  
\  Ba 
D D  A  
x  ( k )  =  x ( k )  x ( k )  
a; A (A:) u ( k  —  1) 
(B.4) 
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APPENDIX C. THE STABILITY PROOF OF GPC 
Note: we use >- and ^ to denote positive definiteness and positive semidefiniteness, respec­
tively. For example, PQ >- 0 means that PQ is positive definite and PQ Y Pi means that PQ — P\ 
is positive semi definite. 
The following lemmas will be used in proving stability of the GPC control law and the 
connection between GPC and LQR control law. For the system (3.5), the Linear Quadratic 
Regulator (LQR) control law minimizing the cost function (3.17) is given by [75] 
Au*(&) = -K(&)a(&), (C.l) 
where gain K ( k )  is given by 
K ( k  +  j )  =  [ B T P ( k  +  j  +  1 ) B  +  A I ] - l B r P (k  +  j  + 1 ) A  (C.2) 
and P is the solution of the following Riccati Difference Equation (RDE) 
P ( k  +  j )  =  A T P ( k  +  j  +  1)A - A T P ( k  + j  +  1 ) B  
[ B T P ( k  +  j  +  1 ) B  + A I } ~ l B T P ( k  +  j  +  I )  A  +  C T C  (C.3) 
with the boundary condition 
P(k + AA) = Q + C^C. (C.4) 
Lemma C.l. For the, system (3.5) and the cost function (3.17), the GPC control laxv given 
by (3.21) is same as the LQR control law (C.l) evaluated at the same time instant. 
Proof. See Appendix D. • 
The RDE in equation (C.3) can be re-written by reversing the time index by defining 
Pm := P(k + N — m), where m = 0,1, 2, • • - , N — 1. 
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Then, the RDE in the forward form becomes 
= A^A _ A^B(B^B + + c^C (C.5) 
with initial condition PQ  = Q + CTC. 
The solution of RDE has a very useful property; that is, the monotonicity property which 
is given in the following lemma. 
Lemma C.2. [64] Let Pq be positive semidefinite. If 1\ h Pk+1 for some k, then Pk+i >z 
Pk+i+1 for all i > 0. Conversely, if Pk  ^ Pfc+i for some k, then Pk+i -< Pk+i+i for all i > 0. 
Proof. See Proposition 5.2-1 in [64]. • 
Now, if we consider the steady-state solution for the infinite horizon problem, i.e., let 
N —> (X) and let Pm = Pm+1 = P as m —> oo, then, equation (C.5) becomes the Algebraic 
Riccati Equation (ARE) in variable P: 
The following lemma gives the conditions under which the matrix P exists and has the stabi­
lizing property 
Lemma C.3. [64] If the system (A, S, C) is stabilizable and detectable, and Pq y 0, then 
the matrix sequence, {Pm}^=0, generated by the RDE (C.5) converges to P, which stabilizes 
the system and is the unique symmetric positive semidefinite solution of the Algebraic Biccati 
Equation (AB.E) (C.6). 
Proof See Theorem 2.4-5 in [64]. • 
Lemma C.4. If (A, C) is detectable, then (A, QC) is also detectable for any nonsingular 
matrix Q. 
Proof. Since (A, C) is detectable, there exists a matrix L such that A + LC is stable. Now, 
let L* = LQ~l. Then, A + L*QC = A + LC, which is stable. Therefore, (A, QC) is 
P = ATPA -  A tPB{B tPB + AI)-1B tPA + CTC. (C.0) 
detectable. • 
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Theorem C.l. If the system (3 .5 )  is stabilizable and detectable,  P Q  >z P I, Q b 0, A > 0, 
N\  =  1 ,  and  N2  =  N U  = N,  then  the  GPC contro l  law (3 .21)  s t a b i l i z e s  the  s y s t e m .  
Proof.  In order to show stability of the GPC control law, it suffices to show that the feedback 
gain K used in (3.21) is stabilizing. From Lemma C.l, this is equivalent to showing that the 
corresponding LQR gain in (C.l) is stabilizing. 
Rewrite the RDE (C.5) as a set of two equations: 
fL = A^A-A^B(B^B + Af)-WfLA + QM 
Q(m) : = C?C + (ft* - (C.7) 
where the first equation of (C.7) is nothing but an ARE for a different system (A, B, C*) .  
They are also referred to Fake Algebraic Riccati Equations (FARE) in the literature. Now, 
by Lemma C.3, if this new system is stabilizable, detectable, and PM — PM.+ \ H 0 , PRN will 
stabilize the system, i.e., A — A — B(BTPmB + \I)~lBTPmA will have all of its eigenvalues 
strictly within the unit circle. Next, we will use the monotonicity properties of the RDE and 
the property of FARE to proof the theorem. 
First, since P Q  -  PI  Y  0 by hypothesis, by Lemma C.2, we have P N- I  — P N  b 0. Then, 
<2(JV- 1) >= 0. 
Second, PN-I  — PN H 0 implies that there exists matrices U <E R R X N  and D such that 
PN-I — PN = UTDU, where r — rank(PN-1 — PN), D Y- 0. Then, Q(N — 1) = C7 C + 
where C* = 2] = I)} x 0. That (A, <[7) is 
detectable implies that 3 a matrix L such that A + LC is stable. Now, let L* =  (L  0), then 
A + L*\CT UT]T = A + LC is stable. Therefore, (A, [CT UT]T) is detectable. By Lemma 
C.4, (A, C*) is detectable. Then, by Lemma C.3, PN- 1 stabilizes the system. That is, the 
GPC control law stabilizes the system at every time instant. Therefore, the stability of GPC 
follows. • 
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APPENDIX D. THE EQUIVALENCE PROOF BETWEEN LQR AND 
GPC 
In this section, we will show that the control law (C.l) is the same as (3.21). We will show 
by manipulating these equations that their right-hand side (RHS) and left-hand side (LHS) 
are same. 
Pre-multiplying both sides of equation (3.21) by (GTG + XI + C1  QC^j , we get 
( c t G  +  X I  +  C T Q C )  A u *  =  -  ( G T L  +  C T Q A n ^ J  x { k ) .  
Now, substituting G, C, and L, in the above equation yields 
B R C T CB + • •  •  +  B T (A N - L ) T {Q + C T C)(A N ~ L ) T B "  B R {A N ~ L ) T (Q+ C R C)B 
+XIA.U* =  
B T (Q + C T C)A N ~ L B B T (Q + C T C)B 
L +  B T A T C T CA 2  + •••  +  B T {  
B T C T CA 2  + •••  +  B T (A N ~ 1 ) T (Q + C T C)A N  
A u *  
/  B T C T CA (A N ~ 1 ) T {Q + C T C)A N  \  
X 
The ith equation is given by 
B 1  (Q +  C T C)A N  
x(/c)(D.l) 
B T C T CA I 1 B + B T A T C T CAB + . . .  +  B T (A N ~Y(Q + C T C)A n~^B\  AU* ( k )  
+ [ .B T C T CA I ~ 2 B + B T A T C T CA 1 ~ 1 B + • •  •  +  B T (A N ~ L ) T (Q + C T C)A N ~ 2 B \  A U * ( IC  +  1 )  
+ 
+ \B T C T CB + B T A T C T CAB + • . .  +  B T (A N ~ I ) T (Q +  C T C)A N ~ I B^ A u * ( k  +  i  -  1 )  
+ \B T A T C T CB + B T {A 2 ) T C T CAB + •• •  +  B T (A N ~ I ) T (Q + C T C)A N ~ I ~ 1  AU* ( k  +  i )  
+ 
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+  IB r ( A N - i ) T ( Q  +  CTC)Bj A u * ( k  +  N  -  1) 
=  -  \ B T C T C A i  +  B T A T C T C A l + l  +  • • •  +  B T ( A N ~ ' l ) T ( Q  +  C T C ) A N ]  x { k ) .  (D.2) 
Now, from equation (C.l), we can write 
Au* (A- + i )  =  — K { k  +  i ) x ( k  +  i )  
=  -  B T P ( k  +  i  +  l ) B  +  A / ] - '  B T P { k  +  i  +  l ) A x ( k  +  i )  
Pre-multiplying above equation by \ B  P ( k  +  i  +  l ) B  +  A I  gives 
B  P ( k  +  i  +  l ) B  +  X I  A u * ( k  +  i )  =  - B  P ( k  +  i  +  l ) A x ( k  +  i )  
i = 0,1,2, • • •, TV — 1. 
Now, using 
x ( k  +  i )  
i-1 
3=0 
(D.3) 
(D.4) 
=  A ' x ( k )  +  
we can write equation (D.3) as 
A i l B  A i 2 B  B  
B 1 P { k  +  i  +  1 )  A l B  A i l B  A i _ 1 B  B  
Aw*(k) 
A u * { k  +  l )  
A u * ( k  +  i -  1 )  y  
A u * { k )  ^  
A  u * ( k  +  1 )  
(1)5) 
+ X I A u * ( k  +  i )  =  - B T P ( k  +  i  +  1  ) A i + 1 x ( k )  
Substituting for index i ,  we get 
B T P { k  +  1  ) B  
B T P ( k  +  2 ) A B  B T P { k  +  2 ) B  
i TV—1 n T D T \ 
y  A u * ( k  +  i )  j  
% = 0,1, 2, • • •, AT — 1 
\ / Au*(t) ^ 
A u * ( k  +  1 )  
\  B 1  P { k  +  N ) A N ~ l B  B '  P ( k  +  N ) A N ~ l B  • • •  B 1  P { k  +  N ) B  /  \  A u * { k  +  N  - I )  /  
Ait* 
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XI Au* = -
(  B T P ( k  +  l ) A  ^  
(t + 2)A2 
x ( k ) .  (D.(i) 
\ B7p(t + Ar)A*' / 
Note, equations (D.l) and (D.6) have similar structures. Now, if we transform the RHS of 
equation (D.6) to match that of (D.l) and, as a result, if we get the LHS of both equations to 
match, we have proved the lemma. 
So, first transform the RHS of equation (D.6) to match that of (D.l). Consider the ?,t,h row 
in the RHS of (D.6). By equation (C.3), we have 
+ = ^P(& + i + l)A + C^C-A^P(& + i +!)##(& + 
=  A T [ A T P ( k  +  i  +  2 ) A  +  C T C  -  A 1  P ( k  +  i  +  2 ) B K { k  +  i  + 1)]A + C l  C  T  :  -<T, 
- A T P ( k  +  i  +  l ) B K { k  +  i )  
=  ( A N ~ i ) T P ( k  +  N ) A N ~ i  +  ( A N ~ i ~ l ) T C T C A N ~ i ~ l  +  ( A N ~ i ~ 2 ) T C T C A N ~ i ~ 2  
+ - - - + (k + AT)BA:(A; + N -
- { A N - i ~ l ) T P { k  +  N  -  1  ) B K ( k  +  N  -  2 ) A n ~ 1 - ' 2  
- A T P ( k  +  i  +  l ) B K ( k  +  i ) .  (D.7) 
That is, the ith row of RHS in equation (D.6) becomes 
- B T P { k  +  i ) A i  =  +  
where 
$  =  [ B T ( A N ~ i ) T P ( k  +  N ) A N  +  B 1  \ A N - % - l Y  C 1  C A   , 73T( A N — i — l \ T /—t A N —  1 
and 
•  -  +  B T C T C A l } x ( k )  (D.8) 
Q  =  [ B T ( A N ~ i ) T P ( k  +  N ) B K ( k  +  N - l ) A N - 1 B T { A N ~ i - 1 ) T P ( k  +  N - l )  
B K ( k  +  N -  2) A N ~ 2  B T A T P ( k  +  i  +  1 ) B K ( k  +  i ) A i ] x ( k ) .  (D.9) 
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Note, —<E> is same as the RHS of equation (D.2). Next, we will move $1 to the LHS and simplify 
the equation. Now, by (D.4), we have 
i-i 
A l x { k )  —  x ( k  +  i )  —  ^  A'--7-1 B A u ( k  +  j ) .  (D.10) 
j=o 
Substituting equation (D.10) in f2 and using the optimal control law (C.l), we get 
fÎ — 
- B T ( A N ~ i ) T P { k  +  N ) B A u * ( k  +  N -  1 )  
- B T { A N ' i ) T P { k  +  N ) B K ( k  +  N  -  1) ( A N ~ 2 B A u { k )  +  • • •  +  B A u { k  +  N  -  2)) 
—BT(AN~i~1)TP(k + N - l)BAu*(k + N - 2) 
— B T  ( A N ~ i ~ l ) T  P ( k  +  N -  l ) B K { k  +  N -  2 )  ( ^ A N ~ 3 B A u ( k )  +  • • •  +  B A u ( k  +  N -  3)) 
- B T A T P ( k  +  i  +  l ) B A u * ( f c  +  i )  
- B T A T P { k  +  i  +  l ) B K { k  + i) (A2"1BAu(fc) + ••• + BAu(fc + i  -  1)) .  
The the ith row of LHS of equation (D.6) is 
B T P ( k  +  i ) A i ~ 1 B A u * ( k )  +  B T P ( k  +  i ) A i ' 2 B A u * { k  +  1 )  •  •  •  
+  Bt P( / c +  i ) B A u * { k  +  i  -  1). (D.ll) 
Substituting equation (D.7) in (D.ll) and moving fl to the LHS in (D.6), we get the coefficients 
of Au*(k) on LHS as 
B T [ ( A N ~ i ) T P ( k  +  N ) A N ~ i  +  ( A N ~ i ~ l ) T C T C A N - i ~ l  +  • • •  +  C T C } A ^ l B ,  
where P ( k  +  N )  =  C T C  +  Q .  This coefficient is the same as the one in (D.2). 
Next, look at the coefficients of Au * ( k  +  j), (j =  i ,  i  + 1, • • •, TV — 1). For j  = iV — 1, the 
coefficient of Au*(k + j)) on LHS becomes BT(AN~1)7 P(k + N)B, which is the same as in 
equation (D.2). For j = i, the coefficient of Au*(k + j)) on LHS is given by 
B T A T P ( k  +  i  +  l ) B  +  B T { A 2 ) T P ( k  +  i  + 2 ) B K ( k  +  i  +  l ) B  
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+  • • •  +  B r ( A N ~ i ~ l ) T P ( k  +  N -  1 ) B K { k  +  N -  2 ) A N - l ~ : i B  
(A; + + TV - 1) 
From equation (D.7), we have 
P ( k  +  i  +  1 )  
= (A; + + - - - + CfC 
-(A^-'-^)^f (& + AT)BK(A; + TV - 1)A^-'-^ 
^ ^  _ i)BAT(A: + jV -
-A^P(A; + i + 2)BX(& + i + 1). 
Substituting P ( k  +  i  + 1), we get the coefficient of Au*(k + i) as follows 
B r ( A N ~ i ) T P ( k  + Ar)A*'v~?;"1J3 + B T  { A N  ~ i ~ 1 ) T  C T  C  A N  ~ i ~ 2  B  
+  • • •  +  B T A T C r C B ,  
which is same as the one in equation (D.2). Thus, we have shown that the optimal control law 
given by (3.21) is same as the one given by (C.l). 
This shows that if the cost horizons for GPC and LQ strategies are identical, both control 
laws are the same at time instant t = k. 
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